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CHAPTER I
AN I2:TRODUCTI'DN TO THE STUDY
Y.r. Harold Rugg says, "Net once in a century and a half of national
history hae, the curriculum caught un with the dynamic content of American
writer in this study is trying to improve the shorthand

life." -

curriculum and course of study by introducing unit teaching in shorthand
to make it more lifelike.

Even th-ugh the idea cf unit teaching is not con-

sidered in skilled subjects by some educators, the writer feels that shorthand should be taught by units.
The materials and suggestions presented in the charters that follow
should be of interest to anyone who is ccncerned with improving the shorthand
course of etudy.

This course of study has been built and 7:resented, because

the writer feels that it will benefit her and her students.
The present chapter serves as an index to the following chapters. The
following are to be discussed in the order of their appearance:
1.

That prompted the study

2.

Statement of the problem

3. Scope of the study
4.

Source of the data

5.

Technicue of treatment

6.

Chapter summary

'

What rrompted the etudv.--This study, "A Course of Study in Shorthand,"
was suggested rhen the writer was taking a course in Secondary Curriculum.

1.

Twenty-sixth Yeerbeek, Nat:icnel Sco,ety for the Study of Education, Part I,
The Foundaticns of Curriculum-klaking (Bloomington, ill., Public Schoel
Publisting Co., 1931).

2

When the writer began to develop a course of study in shorthand, she was
confronted with the lack of material.

After writing to several state de-

pertments, the writer received the following answer, " .... Shorthand
skill subject does not readily lend itself to unit teaching."

53

a

Shorthand should

be taught like any other subject, so the writer decided to develon a Course of
Study in Beginning Shorthand with all the unite developed.
Statement of the problem.--The problem involves the followf_ng divisions:
1. To build a course of study in shorthand with all the units
developed
2. To suggest means of evaluation cf the course of study
Scope of the stur.--This study includes the shorthand that is presented
and taught in first-year shorthand in high school.

This is usually taught in

the eleventh grade.
.'.2.gr.s91§_s_f_tlata.--The sources of data may be divided into th_ following divisions:
1. Educational Bulletins
2.

Information obtained in the college classes of Secondary

Curriculum and The Curriculum

3. State Department Courses of Study
4. Periodicals
5.

Material furnished by the Gregg Publishing C -Aspany

6. Conferences with other teachers
Chapter summary.--The folloe-ing are the main points of the chapter:
1.

This subject concerns the teachers and students who are in-

terested in shorthane%

It tries to help the teacher do better the essential

things that she will do anyway.
2. The stu:7,:e involves two

in divisione as folloes:

3
a.

A proposed course of study in beginning shorthand with all

b.

Means of evaluating

units developed

3, The scone of study includes first year shorthand in high school.
4. Data were collected from every available source,
4r•
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to give the student a thorough understanding and mastery of the principles
and techniues of writing shorthand; and to increase the student's vocabulary
and his command of the mechanical aspects of English.
If Shorthand is to be effective, it must have certain objectives set up.
These objectives, if accomplished, should be of a nature so that the student
can realize his ambition tormoder a better service to his country, to his
task, and to himself.

To aid in doing this, the objectives have been set up

in the following form:
Objectives for Beginning Shorthand
I. Knowledge and Understanding of:
A. Mastery of consonants
B. Mastery of vowels
C. Mastery of diphthongs
D.

Mastery of blended consonants

E. Mastery of abbreviated principles
F.
II.

Mastery of analogical words

Attitude toward:
A.

Desirable business situations

B.

The necessity for group work

C.

The advantages of shorthand

D, Necessity of organizing work
III.

Habits of:
A. Being ready for work
B. Being correct in the following things:
1.

Writing shorthand

2.

Typing end proofreading

3.

Leaving work in good condition

C. Caring for health

6
D. Examining a situation before atter,pting to cope with it
IV.

Appreciation fort
A.

Eouipment

B. Shorthand itself
C. Opportunities in the business world
D. Educational opportunities
E.

Self-improvement

F. Systematic organization
The Structural Patten-nFor a Unit 3
I.

Title
Introduction

III.

Table of Contents

IV.

Criteria

V.

Grade Placement--Time Allotment

VI.

Central Theme

VII.

Objectives
A.

KnowledFe and Understanding of-

B.

Attitude toward-

C.

Habits of-

D.

Appreciation for-

VIII.

Approaches

IX.

Development or Procedure
A.

Study Guides-

B.

Subject matter--Knowledges--Understandings-

C.

Activities, Projects, Problems-

D.

Correlations-

3. Class Discussion

44
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E. Work SheetsX.

Culminating Activity

XI.

Outcom,J5
A.

Knowledge and Understanding of-

B.

Attitude toward-

C.

Habits of-

D.

Appreciation for-

XII.

Leads to Other Units

XIII.

Evaluation—Measuring Results
A.

Teacher Tests-

B.

Pupil Tests1. Knowledge and Understanding
2.

Attitude-

3.

Habit-

4. Appreciation.•

XIV.

Bibliography
A.

Teacher-

B. Pupil-

4
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C}LtPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE OF STUDY INTO
UNITS
In this chapter the material that
is to be used in beginning shorth nd
is divided into six units:
Unit I

Mastery of Consonants

Unit II

Mastery of Vowels

Unit III

Mastery of Diphthongs

Unit IV

Mastery of Blended Consonants

Unit V

Mastery of Abbreviating Principl
es

Unit VI

Mastery of Analogical Words

Each Unit is developed according
to the structural pattern that is giv
en
on page six.
Mastery of Consonants
Tha schools of a dynamic society
are charged with the different resp
onsibility of serving as a consciou
s agent for social improvement. Sati
sfactory
assumption of this responsibili
ty requires that the schools proceed
in such a
manner that two major objectives
will be accomplished. The first of
these is
that of making it possible for
each boy and girl to se-quire an unde
rstanding
of the present social order,
its complexities, its problems, its
memories, and
its hopes. The second is that
(If making it possible for each boy
and girl to
achieve the maximum of his or
her potential ability to contribu
te to and live
in a better social order.
This first unit of shorthand has been
developed to
help the student to acquire the
understandings and to achieve the
maximum
potential ability and to contribu
te to a better social order through
the use of
consonants in shc.-thanzi.

9
The Criteria of a Unit of Work4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

It should involve a variety of dir
ect sensory experiences.
It should provide for SOM3 free,
informal association of the pup
ils.
It should provide an opportunity
for manipulation or bodily activi
ty.
The parts of the unit should make
a coherent whole.
It should provide a considerable amo
unt of pupil activity.
It should be satisfying or the
anticipation of the outcome should
be
satisfying.

7.

It should provide sufficient con
crete and illustrative materials
.
8. The unit of work should
have a useful purpose in the pres
ent or future
life of the pupil.

9. It should reproduce actual life
situations, as far as possible.
10.

It should utilize materials as
they occur in life, and in textbooks
you
are studying.

U. It should contain accura
te information.
12.

It should provide an opportuni
ty for the pupil to originate,
plan, and
direct the activity, as far as
possible.

13.

It should provide opportunity
to judge, choose, and evaluate.
14. It should be rithin the ava
ilable time for the unit.
15. The exposition should
be clear enouh to make it possib
le for a new
teacher to put the unit in
practice if she so desires.
16. It should state clearl
y where materials may be obt
ained.
17. When references are
given, they should be compete
and exact.
Grede placement.--Eleventh gra
de
Time allotment.--ax weeks
4.

Western Reserve University,
Curriculum Laboratory, Pulletin
No. 17,
Nov. 30, 1931, p. 6.
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Central theme.--The A, B, C's of shorthand
Objectives
I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A. Learning the first letters of the Gregg alphabet through their
use as brief forms
B.

Mastering the joining of circles

C.

The blended and downward consonants

D. The way of expressing "S", "X", "Shun", and "R"
Attitude toward:
A.

Need for a faster device of writing than shorthand

B. Desirable social needs which will contribute to the successful
application of shorthand skill
C. Shorthand outlines must be written correctly
D. The completion of each job each day
III.

Habits of:
A.

Writing the outline correctly the first tirne

B. Being always ready for work
1. Equipment readi
2.

At your regular place

3.

Get the directions the first time given

C. Finishing what you start out to do and

each day's work on time

D. Using correct techniques
-*X

rv.

Appreciation for:
A.

What the school has done for the student

B.

Shorthand and its advantages
konroeCh

Begnning shorthand is approached with the same curiosity as any new an4
untried course.

It is approached with the question in each stAdent's mind of

11
just what shorthand is about.

In trying to show the student and help him

understand the fundamentals of shorthand
this first unit is approached.
Study Guide I
Learning the First Letters of the Greg
g Alphabet Through Their Use as Brief Forme
1. Read the preface of the Grere Shorthan
d Manual, Anniversary Edition to find
out when shorthand was started, its succ
ess, why it is easy to read, and
why it is easy to learn.
2.

Find the similarity between the shor
thand characters and the longhand on
page one of GreRe Shorthand Manu
al. Anniversary Edition.

3.

The following are steps in studying
shorthand:
a. The first thing to do in learning
shorthand is to study trio rule or
principle involved. Pronounce the word
by the shorthand syllable.
b. With closed eyes try to see
the word in your book, syllable by syllable
.
In saying the word try to recall how
the word looked in your leak and
at the re tire say the letters.
c. Open your eyes, and look at
the word to see whether or not you had it
right. If you did not have it righ
t, do step one and step two over
again. Keep trying until you can say
the letters correctly with
closed eyes.
d. When you are sure that pu have
learned the word, write it without
lookimg at your book and then compare
your attempt with the book in
order to see whether or n-t you wrot
e it correctly. If you did not
write it correctly, go through step
one, two, three, and four again.
e. Now write the word again.
See if it is right. If it is right, cove
r
it with your hand and rrete it
once again. If ell three trials are
right, you may say that you have lear
ned the word for the day. If
you make a single mistake, begin
with step one and go through each
step again.
.ser

12
•

Use the above steps in studying shorthand characters on page one of the
cregg Shorthand Waa11

ersary Editica,

4. Read theEentences rfl page two of the Great: Shorthsnd Menus'. AnriversarY
Editioq.
References for student::
1. Robert Gregg, Gregg Shorthand Manuals Anniversary Edition (Chicaro, The
Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), Pp. iii-xlv, pp. 1-2.
2.

Mimeogrephed sheet containing stops in studying shorthand.

References for teachers
t 011 (Chicago, The

n

21.8

1. Robert Gregg, Gregg

Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), PP. iii-xiv, pp. 1-2.
2. Etta Skenet John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teaching Principles and Procedures
A'or Gregg Shortheng (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932), pp. 1-9.
3.Vey-r Zinman, Roslyn Strelsin, Elizabeth Weitz,

iJ

Lesson Plana for

/2APhinE Gregg 5JhorthP0 bY the Sertence Method (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1934), pp. 1-25.
' Subject Matter I
Learning the First Letters of the Gregg Alphabet Through Their Use as Brief Folms
I. Reading the preface of the Gre

Sho

A.

•

1

ye s

A. History
1. First published in 1888
2. In 197 published in book form

3. Won World Championship six tirres
4. Only system that has produced three different writers to win the
World Championship
B. Easy to learn
1. Learned in one-third to one-h&lf the time required by the old system
2. Records made by its writers prove this

13
C. Easy to read
1.

Writers of the system have est
ablished the higlAest official
world's records for accuracy
of transcripts on difficult matter
The insertion of vowels

2.
TT
..i. a •

Similarity between shorthand
and longhand characters
A.

The teacher will place the fol
lowing characters on the board
1. are, our, hourI/J,
7. it, at
2. rill, well
8. would em‘-'7/
3. in, not
9.
4>
L.

amp more

5.

can

6.

go, good

10.

he 2.
;
-

11. the /12.

there, their -1

3. Read in class until you bec
ome familiar with the character
s
C. The teacher will era
se them and write them again.
You read them as
She writes them again. Be
able to read them if she points
to different
ones and calls on you
III. Punctuation
A. Period

1

B. Paragraph )
C. Interrogation
D. Dash
E.

Hyphen

F. Parenthesis

)Activity I

Learning the First Letter
s of the Gregg Alphabet Throug
h Their Use as Brief Forma
Let the class make up
sentences and read thF,m in cla
ss. The teacher writes
the sentences on the
board and the class reads the
m from the board.

14
Correlations I
Learning the First Letters of the Gregg Alphabet Through Their Use as Brief Forms
English.--Shorthand is based on longhand.

There must be correct usuage of

words in shorthand as well as in longhand.
atillnE.--The students must use correct spelling of words in shorthand as
well as in longhand.
Work Sheet I
Learning the First Letters of the Gregg Alphabet Through Their Use as Brief
Forms
Write into longhand the sentences on the mimeographed page one, which
is
on page 15.
Key
Work Sheet I
Learning the First Letters of the Gregg Alphabet Through Their Use as
Brief Forms
I can.
I can go.

He can.

He and I can.

I can not go.

He will.
I will not.

I will.

I can not.

He can not go.

He will go.

He and I will not.

He can not.

He and I can not.

He and I can not go.

I will go.

He and I will go.

He will not go.

I will not go.

He will not.

He and I will

not go.
Be will go in an hour.
He will go in an hour more.
am going.

I will go in an hour.

He and I will go in an hour.

I am going in an hour more.

He and I are willing and are going.

I am willing, and I

I nal well.

He and I are well

and are going.
It would go well in a will.
well.

He and I are at the well.

It did not go well in our will.
I am not in the well.

I an at the

I am well and Iade

at the wen,
knewers to the ouestions.
I can co.
willing.

he can go.
He did go.

The quest-ions may be answered in the negative.

He and I can go.
he will not go.

He and I are well.

He end I are

It did not go well in a will.
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He and I are at the well. He and I are going in an hour.

He will go there.

There are more in there.
Study Guide II
Mastering the Joining of Circles
1. Write page five of the gmtgg Manual. Anniversary Edition until you know it,
but do not write less than two lines of each word.
2.

Read and write page six of the augi, Manual._ Anniverserv Editiog three
times.

3. Read and write page number three of mimeographed sheet three times.
-ezz SPeed Studies. Third Editicn.
4. Read and write page seven of the G,
5.

Write pages seven, eight, nine, and ten of GreEz Manu1. Anniversary
Editicg until you know them or until you have written at least two lines
of each,

6. Read and write page eleven of the GrepE: Manuel, Anniverserv Editi 7. Read and write page number four of mimeographed sheet three times.
References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Grericz Short4nd ga-u..1

Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The

Gregg PubliFhing Co., 192), PP. 5-112. Robert Gregg, Gregp Speed Studies

Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 3-13.
References for teachers
1. Robert Gregg, Grtg

Shorthand ganul

Anniversgrv Edit4 oll (Chicago, The

Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 5-11.
2. Robert Gregg, Grenq Speed Studies, Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., Icj2,1), pp. 5-11.
Study Guide II
Mastering the Joining of Circles
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I.

Review Subject Matter I
A.

Reed the brief forms that the teacher places on the board

B.

Read the sentences that the teacher places on the board and spell cut
the words that are hard to get

II. Learn the "a" and "e" vowels
A.

Memory aid:

B.

Three sounds of
_
a

ii.

ii

C)

O.
as in

as in

mat

calm

came

ingt

kim

kern

as in

C.

0

a

Three sounds of "e"

6

D.

as in

as in

as in

kit

get

need

kit

ge't

ned

Right and left motion
1.

Examples

2.

Left and right motion refer to rotation in movement and not to the
directions

III.

Introduction of writing shorthand characters by the teacher
A.

Position
1.

Example of correct position on page two of GrerT, Speed Studies_._ Third
Edition

18
2.

Feet flat on the floor

3.

Books removed from the desk

B. -horthand must be written in continuous movement
C. Shorthand must be written not drawn
D.

W3tch the correct proportion of each character

E. Pen is better than pencil
IV.

Circles joined to single strokes
A. Explanati:n to the class by the teacher
1.

At the beg5nMng or end of a single curve, the circle is placed
inside the curve

2.

Examples will be given

3.

Write each word that the teacher gives and the teacher will place
the correct characters cn the board so that you may see it

B. Place your hand or a piece of paper over the longhand of paragraph
eleven page five of the Gregg Manual. Anniversary Edition and read the
shorthand
C.

In class the teacher -aiLl let you go tc the board and she will dictate
words for you to write

D. Take mimeographed sheet number two an

study how the words are written

on the line

V.

1.

Read the sheet in class

2.

write the answers to the questions

3.

The sentences will be dictated in class by the teacher

The cixeles are written with right motion when they are joined at the
beginning or end of a single straight stroke
Tha teacher wij.jex.plain in class the above rule
B. flace your hands or a piece of paper over the 1oni7hand of earagraph
twelve pare five of the Crept+ Manual. Anniversary Edition and read
the shorthan4

J.

;-..
-

Parat.rath
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C. The teacher will give you mim
eographed sheet number three and
explain how each rord is writte
n
1.

Read the sheet in class

2.

The next day in class the tea
cher will assign you a sentence
or a question to write on the
board. Write it the best you can
and try to get it correct

3.

The sentences and cuestions
will be dictated in class. Ref
er to
the sheet when you are in dou
bt about a word
D. Read in class page sev
en of L.trer Sneed Studies, Thi
rd Edition
E. Be prepared to reed in
class page six of the Greg
M4nuel. AnniverssrY
Edition
VI.

Circles between strokes
A.

Where an angle, or a point,
is formed at the junction of con
sonants,
the circle goes outside of
the angle

B.

Mimeographed sheet number
four
1. Read aloud in class the
sheet
2.

C.

The next day the teacher
will dictate the sentences and
you look
at the shect

Where straight strokes and
curves join without an angle, or
where two
similar-motion curves join
without an angle, the circle
is placed
3ida the curve
1. The teacher will exrlain
the abTve rule
2. Study the "Points to Rem
ember" on page nine of the Gre
ErSpe
Studies Third Edition
1.

The teacher will ex.:lain
mimeographed sheet number five.
Study
this sheet as you have don
e the other oneel
The teacher will introduce
the other helf cf brief forms
on page

21
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ten of the GregR

Aapiverserv Editiork

D. Circles between straight strokes and coposite curves, and "kr" and
"gl" combinatons
1.

Learning :low to express circles between straight strokes and
opposite curves, and "kr" and "gl" combinations
a.

Between straight strokes in the same directions the circle
is written with right motion
Example: dad

b.

Between opposite curves the circle is turned beck on the
first curve
Example:

c.

wreck

and "r" and "g" and "1", are equal curves and are made
a little flatter than usual wben joined
EXample:

gleam

Since "1." and "k" are of equal length, the curves are somewhat flatter, as with "kr" and "gl"
Example:

dark

e. The sign for "t" ls curved to express "the
Example:
E.

thick ,^°F>

Study the "Points to Remember" on page ten and eleven of tareRz

2.1-04113. Zbarrd

st>es41

it

F. Study mimeographed sheet number six as directed before
VII.

Reading and Dictation Practice
A.

Read for dictation page eleven of Greest Manual. Anr,iverserv Editiqa

B.

Pages twelve and th!rteen will be used by the teacher for dictation.
These are pages twelve and thirteen of Greer Speed StUdies. 74tra
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Activity II
Mastering the Joining of Cir
cles
Ask the students to bring
to class all the words the
y can find that have
the three sounds of "a"
and the three sounds of "e"
that they have been studying in class. Let eac'r.
student read his list and let
the clasE discuss the
words as to whether they
are right or wrong.
Correlations II
Mastering the Joining of Cir
cles
5nfillinc.--The sounds of "a"
and "e" that are used in sho
rthand are the
same as the sounds in lon
ghand.
Penmanship.--Tbere is a great
similarity between the shorth
and for "a"
and "e" and the longhand
for "a" and "a*
.
Work Sheet II
Mastering the Joininw of Cir
cles
I.

Write the shorthand for the
following words:
1. key
2.

bag

3.

eddy

4.
5.

ham
rear

6. ticket
7. rattle
8.

maid

q.

lame

17.

and, and

10.

mark

18.

be, but, by

1.

ark

19.

without

12.

met

20.

great

13.

myth

21.

Mr., market

14.

of

22.. to, too, two

15.

was

23.

you, your

16.

this

24.

them

25.

they

II. Transcribe the following
sentences:

2.

—(2_0

3.

t

•

•

J.

-4
"
-*1.14,•
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Key
Work Sheet II
Mastering the Joining of Circles
1.

13. ----owe.

2.

1.4• ,

3.

15. t

4. cy---

16. /2

5.

17.

6./tv--

le.

7.

19

8.

20.

9.

21.

10.

22. //'

11.

23.,

12.

24.

K---

25.
II. Transcription from shorthand
1.

Is a day in May too late, Mr. Lee?

2. Can Mary get me the clean linen I need?
3.

Mr. Taylor was here an hour ago.
Study Guide III
Blended and Downward Consonants

1. Study the rules for expressing "ted", "ded", "detn, "men", "men", "min", and
on page twelve of the Gregg Manual
2.

Anniversary Edi-qcn.

Write the words on page twelve of the Grtpr: 1Lnucl. Anniyerser7 F-41t1 n end
half the brief forms on page fourteen until you know them.

3. Write the words on the mdmiographed sheet number seven. Trite the words
until you know them.

Read the page through once.

Then read and write the

28

page three times.
4.

Answer the questions on the page.

Write page thirteen, fifteen, and the remainder of page fourteen in the
Grepa Manual, A.nniverserv Edition until you ere sure that you know it.

5. Read and write page sixteen in the Greg' Manta214.
three times.
6.

Write three copies of paragraphs two, twenty-three, and twenty-four in the
Gregg Manual

Anniversary Edit4 on,

7. Write page nineteen and half of the brief forms on page twenty-one in
the g=gg Mange

Anniversav Edition.

S. Write the remainder of page twenty-one and page twenty in the Grec Montle',
lnniversary Edition until you know them.
9. Read and write mimeographed sheet number nine three times.
10. Read an

write page twenty-one in the Greer Manuel. 4nniversary Edition

three times.
References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Greg7 Venual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 12-22.
2. Robert Gregg, Gregg Speed 4uaies

Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1941). pp. 15, 16, 23, 24,.
References for teacher:
;

1. Robert Gregg, GreE2 Maguel

tnnivertary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publish-

ing Co., 1929), pp. 12-22.
2. Robert Gregg, GreRr Speed Stud 4 es. Third Editim (Chicago, The Gregg
"

Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 15, 16, 23, 24.

3. Etta gkene, John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teechinr

rincir1e

and

rocedr,ree

Grer- Shortnar. (Chicago, The Gregg PuIr.Lishirr Co., 1932), pp. 38-39.
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Subject Latter III
Blended and Downward Con
sonants
I.

Blended consonants
A. "T" and "d" blend
1.

Ruae
a.

By blending "d" and "t
" into one long stroke the
syllables
"ted", "detn, and "ded
" are expressed
b. "Det" usually occ
urs at the beginning of
words, "ted" or "ded"
usually occur at the end
of words
2. First half of the
brief forms on page fourte
en of Grerg Manuel,
Anniversary Edition
a.

They will be presented
in class by the teacher
b. Learn them the fun
ctional way. Recall bef
ore writing.
how they looked
B.

Remember

NM" and "n" blend
1.

Rule
a.

b.
2.

By blending "m" and "n
" into one long stroke th? sy11=-171es
"men", "mem" are expres
sed. In addition to "le
en", "rem" this
blend represents simila
r sounds such as "min",
"mun"
Example: mimic

Study the frequent wor
d drill on page thirteen
of Grerr Manuel,
AnniversarY Editio
l

3.

C.

Study the remainder
of brief forms on page
fourteen of Grer
Anniversary Mition the
35E6 as in A-2, above
Phrase Drill
1.

Stud7 the sugrestions
on page fifteen of Gre
Eton

Manual,

.anna1. Lnniverserv

77
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2. Phrases must be as automatic as brief fcrms.

Speed is gained

by phrasing
D.

Dictation and readjne
Mimeographed sheet number seven
a.

Sheet will be read in class before assigned for homework

b.

Study the placing of words on the line as illustrated on the
sheet

2.

Written practice on page seventeen of Greve Manual

Anniversary

Edition
a.

Write in class

b.

Correct papers by the sentences that are put on the board
in class

3. Read in class page sixteen cf greme Manual. Aqpivererv Edition.
The next day the teacher will dictate parts of the page to tell
whether you are able to write it with your book closed
II.

Downward characters

se.
A. "Pr" and "pl"
1. Study the *Points to Remember" on page twenty-three in Greg Sneed
Studie l Third Edition
2.

Think of examples similar to the ones given in "Feints to Remember"

3. Write into shorthand the followini sentences that have been prepared
by the teacher.

Correct in class the next day

a.

Prey for me.

b.

They will say a prayer for her.

c.

A red wrapper is needed.

d.

The man rill preach today.

e.

The prim maid will oray.

f.

Pledge your help.
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B. "Br" and "b1"
1.

Go over the "Points to Remember" on page twenty-four
of the PrePp
Speed Studies, Third Edition

2.

The teacher rill give you some sentences in class

C. "Ft" end "fl"
I. Go over the 'Points to Remember" on page twenty-four
of the Pre7g

gmad Studies Third Edition
2.
D.

Study the words on this same page

Brief forms will be presented the day before they are to
be studied for homework

•

E. Study and write mineogrephed sheet numler nine
as directed before
Activity III
Blended and Downward Consonants
Let each student write on the board one of the sentences
that he has
composed using the blended or downward consonants princi
ple.
students to give their opiniem of the work.

Ask the other

Where possible compliment the work.

Correlations III
Blended and Downward Consonants
Penmanship.--Great care must be exercised in the writin
g of the blended
end downward consonants so as to not confuse them
with other shorthand characters.
.EnRlish.--The correct u saee of the past tense should
be studied, because
this study guide is concerned with "ted" end "ded"
blend.
LAyEte2.12gy.--There must be a tine and place for all things
, and all things
must be done and learned in the correct
way.
Work Sheet III
Blended and Downward Consoneets
This sheet number eight is to be taken as a check
up on the rrinciples
that we are studying.

Take your time, read each sentence carefully, and transcribe.

18)1 •.•-• .
Reviewinc Principles Paregrep
Tirc>g 1 and 2 P.:.r.29

Es.
?PT-. 11L
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Work Sheet III
Blended and Downward Consonants
Did you hear what truth there
hear of the wreck at the lake?
lake where there was a wreck.?
and I could net go.
need my car?

in the tale of the wreck?

When did you

Is it the truth that the men did not
go to the
Is the wreck at the lake?

At what time can I go?

The train wae late

I can be ready any time.

Will you

Where will you meet me?

Could you take any more milk
?
month.

was

I will be ready to take more milk in
a

I will be in Meine a month and
will not need milk.

remain in Maine a month.

It is my aim to

Then when I get here I will need to take
milk.

I

needed milk today.
Are there many more going to the
game today?
you were there?
here?

Were there many there when

They may be needed here any minu
te.

Will you be here by two?

men be here by then?
market today to trade.

At what time can they be

I could meet you here at that time.

Could many of them be here?
Could you cone with re?

Could the

Many men will go into the

I would like to trade a little.

Then I would like to go into
the country.
I am eager to go where there
is a lake.

I could be ready to go into the

country any other day, but I can
not go today.
They may go to the train with
me.
to go into the country, too?
get a train?

Those men may get my ticket.

Could you meet ma there?

When could you and I go?

Would you not like

At what time could you

Did you get your ticket today?

Is it the truth that you can get
the data by the time it is needed?
be here in May. Can you
get the data by the time I come?

I will

It will be a great day when you
can take tine to go to the lake. Ther
e
will be a meeting at the lake
today. Did you hear that the clan
will he at the
lake to greet you? I was read
y to go and the train was le.
You can get

- 4P-7
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there by the time I could get ready to go.

He was ill end the team did not

go.
Study Guide IV
The Way of Expressing "S", "X", "Shun", and "R"
1.

Write rage twenty-nine of the Greer
,Manual. Anniversary Edition.

Write

them until you know them, not less than two lines of each.
2.

Write page thirty of the Gregg Manual. Anniversary Edition as directed above.

3.

Write page thirty-one of the Gregg Manual, Anniversary .Editign as directed
above.

4. Read and write page thirty-two of the Gregg Manual. AmmSversary Edition
three times.
5.

Write pages thirty-nine and forty of the Gregg Manuals Anniversary Edition
as directed in number one.

6.

Read and write page f rty-one of the Gregg Uanual, AnniverearY Editioq
three times.

References for students:
1.

Robert Gregg, Greg

anual, Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1929), PP. 29-33, pp. 39-41.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Sneed Studies k Third Editi7m (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 38-39, pp. 53-59.

oe,

References for teachers
1. Robert Gregg, Gregi! Manual. Annivarssry Editon (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 29-33, pp. 39-41.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Sneed Studies, Third Editin (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), Pp. 38-39, pp. 53-59.

-4

3.

Etta Skene, John Wals, and Paul Loac.,x, TeecIlinr Princi;les ervi ?rocedures
for Gregg Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publi5hing Co., 1q:32), pp. 53-60.
pp. 71-76.
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Subject Matter IV
The Way of Expressing "S"
I.
II.

"X", "Shun", and

tt R

Review the brief forms in Su'-ject Matters I, II, and
III
Expressing "s"
L.

The teacher will present the rules to the class and will
give examples
1.

Memory aid:
a.

Right-motion "s" is ea...led "right s"

b.

Left-motion "s" is called "left sn

2. "Z" is expressed by a dash at the right of the
angle
3.

Before and after "p", "b", "r", end "1" and after "t",
"d"

n nn

n", and "o" the left "s" is used
4.

In all other cases the right "s" is used

5. When a circle vowel inmediately precedes "sn
between strokes, treat
the "s" as belonging to the preceding consonant; if the
circle follows
the "s", the "sn should be treated as if it belonged
to the following
consonant; rhen "s" occurs between strokes end is not
joined to a
circle, write the "s" to the syllable to which it belon
gs

6. The "ses" sound es heard in faces is expressed by joini
ng the two
"s" signs as a blend
7. Plurals of brief forms
a.

The plurals of brief forma ending in n s

are formed by adding

another "s" of the same motion
b.

In other brief forms the plurals are formed by addin nen
g
to
the singular form

B.

Master the brief forms on page twenty-seven of the
Greco Menuell
LIinivere-7-- Edit:len

C.

Read ;Daze twenty-eight in the Greco Menee.'1. Anniverser
v_Ldltioa

_nee ,eelmre.e

III.

Expressing "Shun" and "x"
A.

The letter

*X4

1.

When "x" occurs in words or at
the end of words, it is expressed
by "s" slightly modifed

2.

Refer to page thirty-eight
in Grepr: Sneed Studies, Third Editio
n,
to "Points to Remember"

B. "Shun" (sion, tion)
1. "Shun" is expressed by
"sh"
2.

Caution, there must be a distin
ction between ash" and
C. Past tense
1.

2.

D.

E.

After most abbreviated words
a disjoined "t" zloced / .1(pe to the
nreceding character is used to
express the past tense
Lammple: changed 4.
timed
In all other cases join "t"
or "d" if a distinctive and facile
Joining is possible; otherw
ise, disjoin to express past ten
se
Example: mentioned
fixed

The brief forms on page thi
rty of the Grerp Minual„ Annive
rsary
Edition
be presented first in class.
Study and write them
until you can write them wit
hout stopping to think
Read in class page thirty-tw
o in the Grezz Lanus],
AnniversarY
thirty-three is to be writte
n in class and checked

after straight strokes and betwee
n straight strokes
in the same direction, the
circle is written with left motion
to express "r"
2. Try to make your cha
racters as nearly perfect as you

ens

Outcomes
3.

39

The letter "s" is added to a final left-motio
n circle on straight
strokes by changing the circle to a loop

B.

The teacher will ulace the following sentences
on the board for yeu to
write into Shorthand.

They are a review of the brief forms in Study

Guide III
He says he has nothing but part-time work
for me.
for Fred?

Did you do something

I am too far from you to come again soon.

Ella would not go,

because he could not go. Sarah will place the
money in the glass.
C.

Learn the brief forms on page forty of the Gregg Manua
ls inniverserv Editicn

D.

Read in class page forty-one of the Gregt7
kenuel. AnniverserY Edition
Activity IV
The Way of Expressing "S", "X", "Shun", end "R"
Let the students choose sides among themselves
and have a spelling match

of the brief forms that they have had.
Correlations 17
The Way of Expressing "S", "X", "Shun", cnd "R"
Fenmanship.--Good penmenship should be used when trans
criting the shorthand
•.
v

into longhand.

Care should also be used when writing shorthand, becau
se poor

characters are hard to read.
Seelling.--If correct spellind is not used when trans
cribing, the letter
is not counted.

Care must be taken to see that each word is spelled
ccrrectly.
Wcrk Sheet IV
The Way of Expressing "S", "X", "Shun", and ea"

•.•

Write the following sentences into short
hand:
1.

The man that sells seeds is sick.

2.

I will rix the steps in less than a minute.

'2

Do not mention fash ons to the guest
.

4.

Whet section of the desk did he ransack?

40
5.

She feared he would overwork.

6. My teacher at church is the sister of the minister.
7.

In what section is the invasion?

8.

On what basis do-2s he publish his thesis?

9. My niece needs a silk dress.
10. Sketch the ladies at work.
Key
Work Sheet IV
The Way of Expressing "S", "X", "Shun", and

1.
2.

fIRII

et

Q_,

.

3.
4.

5.

•

0

6.
)

s

v..--

7.
8.

0

x'

9.
10.

7 N.--

•

CulmLnating Activity
Let two people choose sides and have a reading contest.

The contest will

Studies,
be composed of pages seventeen throuFb fc rty-fcur of the Grew Speed
Third Edition.
a word, the
Rules.--If the reader pauses, calls a wrong word, or omits
other side may take up the reading.

The reader's side eay keep reading if

the reader is helped by his own side.

Me one on his s'de may then read, and

the point toward the final score will not go to the other side).
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I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

Learning the first letters of the
Gregg alehabet through their use
as brief forms
1.

2.

Certain words in shorthand that are
known as brief forms compose
a great portion of the written word
s and must be mastered until
they become automatic
The character "a" has three soue
r7s:

hard "a", long "a", and

short "a"
3.

The character "e" has three soun
ds:

short "e", long "e", and

short "i"
B.

Learning the joining of circle
s
1.

At the beginning or end of
a single curve, the circle is plac
ed
inside the curve

2.

At the beginning or end of a sing
le strcke, the circle is written
with right mction

3.

The terms "left motion" and "right moti
on" refer to the rotation
In movement and not to direction

4.

There is a similarity between shorthan
d and longhand characters
Speed is developed in writing shor
thand by -hrasing

5.
6.

Where an angle or point is formed
at the junction of consonants
the circle goes cutside the
angle

7.

Where straight strokes and curves
join without en angle, or where
two similar motion carves joi
n without an angle, the circle is
placed
inside the curve

8. Between straight stro
kes in the same direetion the circle
is written
rith right motion
9. Between oopo-ite curves
the circle is turned beck on the
first
curve

•••
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10.
C.

The sign for "t" is curved to express "th"

Learning the blended end downward consonants
1. By blending "m" and "n" Into one long =troke the syllables "men",
mem 17

"min", and "nun" are expressed

2. By blending i'd" and "t" into one long stroke the syllables "led",
"ded", and "dot" are expressed
3.
D.

Short and common words only sho;ld be joined in phrases

The way of expressing "s", "x", "shun", and "r"
1. Before and after "p", "b", "r"
'1

2.

m",and "o"

and "1", and after "t", "d", un,,

left "s" is used

When a circle vowel immediately precedes "s" between strokes, treat
the "s" as belonging to the preceding consonant; if the circle is
following the "s", the "s" should be treated as if it belcnged
to the follcwirg consonant; when "s" occurs between stroke: and
is not Joined to a circle, write the syllables to which it belongs

3. "Sea" is expressed by joining the two "s" signs as a blend
4. "X" is expressed by a modified e s
5. "Shun" is expreseed by

If shtt

6. After most abbreviated words a disjoined "t" placed close to the
preceding character is used to express the pest tense
7.

The circle is written with left motion to express "r" following
the vowel

8. Shorthand must be written in correct proportion at all times

9, rZ" is expressed by a dash at a right angle under the "a"
Attitude toverd:
A.

seed for a fasten device cf writing than longhand
1.

Time saved

2.

Materials saved

B. The development of
desirable social traits
1.

Cooperation

2.

Regr4rd for fellow workers

3. Loyalty
4.

Punctuality

5.

Tolerance

6. Ability to follow instru
ctions
C.

Writing an outline in sho
rthand over until it is cor
rect
1. Learning to write it
correctly the first time
2. Constant practice
3.

Being satisfied with nothin
g but the best

D.

III.

Doing the work that is req
uired of you each day and on tim
e
1. Each day's assignmen
t must be mastered that day and
not later
2. Concentrate on what
there is to be done and do
it
3. The student does not wasta his
time but that of other people
4. Shorthand can be mastered only
by hard work
Habit:3 of:
A.

B.

Writing the outline correc
tly the first time
1.

Practicing the example in
the text

2.

Doing everything right the
first time

3.

Doing your best always

Being ready for work
1.

2.

Equipment ready
a.

Notebook open

b.

Fen filled with ink

c.

Pencil sharpened

At your regular place

3. Get the directions the fir
st time given

44
C.

Finishing -hat you start out to
do and doing each day's work
Possesing ,
:orrect work habits

D.

1.

Developing the habit of reading shor
thand fluently

2.

Developing the habit of not pausin
g and pondering upon every
uncommon word

3.

Developing a technique of writing
which is conducive to the
production of legible shorthand

4. Developing automatic responses
to the dictation of brief forms
5. Having a definite time to stu
dy and studying at that time
6. Staying rith a riven out
line or principle until you have mas
tered
it, or better still coming bac
k later if you have sent too much
time and can not master it the
n
7.

IV.

Developing the habit of concen
trating on your work regardless of
conditions

A pre:elation for:
A.

What the school has done for the
student
1.

Chance for an education

2.

Previous education

3.

Teacher's work and help

4. Equipment
5.

Working together in 8 group

6. Self-improvement
B.

Shorthand and advantages it
offers
1. For the development of
shorthand
2.

Having the ability to do what
is re-, ired of you, and do it cn
time
Time and effort saved in bus
.••
iness world by using shorthand
4. Faster means of comm=Lntion,
because letters can be pre7cred fas
ter

45
Leads to Other Units
After the consonants and the "n" and "e" s'7un.is h-ve been mastered, the
next thing to be considered or learned is the vowel sound of "o", which is
composed of six sounds.
Teacher Evaluation
To Whit Extent:
Ex.
1.

V.G.

Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experience?

2.

Does it provide for some free, informal association of the pupils?

3.

Does it provide an opportuntiy for
manipulation or bodily activity?

4.

Do the parts of the unit make a coherent
whole?

5.

Does it provide for a considerable amount
of pupil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
and illustrative materials?

8.

Does the unit of work have a useful purpose in the present or future life of the
pupil?

9.

Does it re7roduce actual life situations,
as far as possible?

10.

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in textbooks you are studyinc?

1./

G.

F.

P. 'one
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Ex.

V.G.

G. F.

F.

None

11. Does it contain accurate information?
12. Does it provide an op-vrtunity fcr the
pupil to originate, plan, an, direct
the activity, as far as possible?
13. Does it provide opportunity to judge,
c'noose, and evaluate?
14.

Is it within the aw:ilable time for
the unit?

1.'").

Is the exposition clear enough to make
it possible for another teacher to put
the unit into practice if she so desires?

16.

Is it clearly stated where materials may
be obtained?

17.

Are the reference:_ complete and exact?
Final Check Up Test
Mastery of Consonants

I.

Write the shorthand for the following brief forms:
1.

either

11.

book: become

21.

until

2.

deal, dear

12.

prepare

22.

nothing

3.

yesterday

13.

collect

23.

present, presence

4.

above

14.

importance, important

24.

got

5.

real, regard

15.

subject

25.

between

6. rather

16.

capital

2:S.

11T

,. company, l'eep

17.

necessary

no-.
4..

r:.- va.

S.

together

1 . opinion

2E.

another

9.

children

19.

also

29.

give, given

love

;'•

letter, lEt

10.

,

pevt

bele
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31.

woman

54.

never

77. what

32.

tell, till

55.

after

78.

little

33.

sorn

c,6.

been, bound

79.

where, aware

34.

morning

57.

should

80.

truth

35.

still

58.

people

81.

those

36.

name

59.

very

82.

my

83. time

37. under

60. ovr

38.

cause, because

61.

about

84.

country

39.

work

62.

before

85.

of

40.

must

63.

ever

86.

and, end

41.

three, through-ly

64.

most

87.

them

42.

part

65.

much

88.

that

89.

to, too, two

43. some

66. every

44. think, thing

67.

did, date

90.

is, his

45.

matter

68.

when

91.

w ..

46.

such

69. into

92.

be, but, by

47.

system, says

70. other

93.

great

48.

again

71.

apy

94.

they

49. far, favor

72.

come

95.

you, your

50.

business

73.

all

96.

wish

51.

always

74.

culd

97.

this

52.

one, won

75.

like

98.

than, then

76.

were

99. without

53. from, form

100.
II.

would

Write the following sentences into shorthand:
1.
2.

any came to the dress ssie tor-ay.
I cannot lepve for my vacPtion until Vis session about taxes is over.

3. The missing papers h-ve been traced.
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4. The chief is busy at his desk and will not be free to go over business
matters with you this morning.
5. He is eager to see the range back of the Black Hills.
6. A day here in the good air will aid her.
Key
Final Check Up Test
Mastery of the Consonants
1. el

22. ..-:

43. L--

64. ---,
f

85. 0

23. 6

44. C.--

65. ---7

66. ,/)

3. 5/

24. ,-----N/

45. -4

66. ,
0

87. e----

4. ir

25. (-

46. 1

57./

(
se.
'
r

26. (----.)

47. S

68. .--

89.1
'
4

6.c_JPI

27. /---c)

48. 7--1-

69...,"

90.)

7. i-e

28.-.--j'

49. d

8• //.----'

29. ----b

50. 1/'.

3
::1:
1:

92.

9. i__,

30. -._Ir

51. c--..

72• .....---

93.-----''

10.

31. -a_--

52."
---

73. c-

94. cc"

11.

32.
,

53.

74. ,-v//

95./1

12.

33. 2-

54. -7

75.._2

96. /

13. -r-.--,

34.
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76. 0--

97. d

14. __,

35. ),

56. C

77. e,

98. e--

15.

36. --c,

57. p'/

78. ,.....,../..

99. es"'

16.7

37.

58.
(
(

79. 0_,

17. __J.

38. ---1

59.)

so.
'
r-

18. t_

39. ..---

60.

19. t-

40.

61.

20. .,__.,

41. _,

62. r

21..1

42..
6

63. :
7

,
2.

-,.

V

-----7

J____
l'

r

91.

82. --0:2

84. .
.../

100. /
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1.

,--er-----

2. crl—
3.

)

r _

5. o
6.

)

)

0-----\-

/--'j

,

,-- ,
s......52.-.--, 64
•
- ,.,..---

--Attitude Test

Answer yes or no to the following questions on your attitude toward
Yes

shorthand:
1.

Do I ap7reciate my teacher's time and effort?

2.

Did I improve today over yesterday?

3.

An I the best in the class?

4.

Should I speak to people if I don't want to?

5.

Should I be courteous when I don't want to?

6.

Should I attend class all the time?

7.

Do I have better advantages than other people?

No

Or does it matter?

8. Should I lend my equipment?
Habit Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your habits of shorthand:
1.

Do 1 master each day's assignment?

2.

Do 1 have a regular time for study/

3.

Do I concentrate when I study/

4.

Do I use my study guide for guidance?

5. Do I use my work sheet for self-testing?
0.

Do I do the very best th,A I can do at all times?

7.

Do I have to borrow something every day?

Yes

No
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Appreciation Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your apereci2tion of
Yes

shorthand:

No

1. Do I appreciate the study guides and subject matter that
have been developed by the teacher?
2.

Do I appreciate the time saved in using shorthand?

3.

Do I appreciate the genius of Mr. Gregg?

4.

Do I appreciate the opportunity of going to school?
Do I appreciate the opportunity for self-improvement?
Bibliography For Unit on Mastery of Consonants
Bibliography for the Teacher

Bisbee, Edith V., Brief-Form Drills (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1939).
Gregg, Robert, Gree- Manual. Anniversar,, E-;ition (Chicago, The Gregg Febliehing
Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Gregg Speed Studiest Third Editi-n (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
Co., 1941),
Leslie, Louis A., Gregg 2.enuel for the Fenctionel Method (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1936).
Skene, Etta, Walsh, John, and Lomax, Paul, Teachine Princieles and Procedures
re:- Gregz_ Shee+v-ee (Chicaec, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932).
Zinnan, Meyer, Strelsin, Roslyn, and ':;eitz, Elizabeth, Daily Lesson Plans for
Teec.-ine Gregg Shorthand by the Sentence Wethod (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
Co., 1934).
Bibliography for the Student
Gregg, Robert, Grepe Manul
Co., 1929).

Ann4 verser7 Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing

Gregg, Robert, Gregg Sneed Studies Third Ed 4tien (Chicago, The Grgg Publishing
Co., 1941).
A Unit on the Mastery of Vorels
Because there is so much confusion in the rids of students in trying to
distinceish between o-hook and the oo-hook, this unit tries to teach them at
the same tine.

Success will depend 'n the ability of the teacliar.
JO.
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Grade clacem.?nt.--Eleventh grade
Tine allotment.--Five weeks
Central theme.--Zxploring the n's
Objectives
I. Knowledge and Understanding of:

II.

A.

Mastering the o-hnok and oo-hook sounds

P.

Writing the o-hook and oo-hook

C.

Knowledge and skill in writing brief forms

D.

Expressing "II'

Attitude toward:
A.

The responsibilities which r.uLt be LF_sumed by younc persons entering
the business field

B.

Foundation for a successful career
1.

Good citizenship

2.

Good health

3. General education

• tv

III.

O.

Desire to 1-,ve confidence in oneself

D.

Desirable groupwork

Habits ofs
A.

Acquiring experience through the performance of tasks that arise in
school

B.

Acquiring the ability to rork from verbnl lnd written directions
Developing the skill in oral and written expression

D. ?ossessing cleanliness
E.
IV.

Develc,ping the ability to read eccuretely e:lorthand notes

Apprecistion for:
A.

The need for proper recreation to offset the physical an3 mental
strain arisi%g from the specialization of c2Turerce and ineustry

B.

Other people's ides

C.

Wethods of writing and taking notes by a fast
method
Approach

A student wanted to know why there should be ;in
o-hock and an co-hook.
What made the difference in the two.

i'ea in mind, this unit was

approached.
Study Guide I
lastering the 0-hook and 00-hook Sounds
1. Learn the different ss of the o-hoo
k on page thirty-four of the Pregr;
Kanual, Anniversary Edition.
2.

Divide the words on page thirty-four, thirt
y-five, and thirty-six of the
Grepp. Manual, Anniversary Edition into the o-hoo
k soun!'ls.

3.

Study the grouping of words on page forty-six of
the GreRz Sneed Studies,
Third

4.

tion.

Add to the vords fron the two above books as
obtaining

any words as you can think of

he three sounds.

5. Learn to sper all the words.

6. Learn the meaning of all the words that
you find.
7.

Learn the different sounds of the oo-ho
ok given on page forty-eirht of
G-ec7c. 'anual, Anniversary Editi
on.

8. Divide the words on pages forty
-eight, forty-nine, and fifty of the
Greg7 Manual, Anniversary Edition into three co-hook scun3
s.
9. Study the grouping of 'words on pages sixty-eight and sixty-nine of the
Greg r Sneed Studies, Third Edition.
10.

Add to the words fr7:m the two above books
of c^ntainig

ES

many words Ts you can t:-_"nk

thre co-hook sounds.

11. Learn to spell all the words.
12. Learn the meaning of all the words that you can
find.
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Referenes for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Greer Manual. AnniversRr- Edition (CLIcago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), PP. 34-7, PP. 48-50.
2.

Robert Gregg, GreRg qpeed Studies, Third Edition (C1..icago, The Grt,Fg
Publishing Co., 1941), Pp. 46-47, pp. 6"--69.

3.

Any standard dictionary

References for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg, Gregg Manual, Anniversary

c:Iftiou (Chicago, The Gregg Publish-

ing Co., 1929), PP. 34-37, pp. 48-50.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg_Speed Studies. Third Edition (CLic%go, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 46-47, pp.

3. Etta Skene, John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teaching Pr!nciples and Procedures
for Gregg Shorthand (Chicago, The Grgg Publishing Co., 1012).

4;

4.

Weyer Zinman, Roslyn Strelsin, and Elizabeth 1';aitz, iai1y Lesson P1 7-is for
Teaching Grerg Shorthand ty the Sentence W$A1..od (Chdcac.-o, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1934).
Sa,!ect Matter I
Mastery of the 0-hook and 00-hook Sounds

I.

Learning the three sounds of the o-hook
A.

The teacher will place the sounr1s on the board
I.

uong no° sound
a.

Sound "C)
-

b.

Example:

c.

Be prepared to give an exam:As

wrote

2. Sort "o" sound
a.

Sound

b.

EXample:

C.

Be prepared to give an exempla

o
rot
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3.

Intermediate non sound
a.

Sound "awe

b.

Example:

c.

Be prepared to give an example

raw '
.
""
.4••

B. Review the words that you have had that have the o-hook in them
II.

III.

Learn the meaning of the words
A.

Use the different words in sentences

B.

Associate the different sounds with the shorthand character

The three sounds of the oo-hook
A.

The teacher will place the sounds on the board
1.

Long noo" sound
•••••

2.

It
It
00

a.

Sound

b.

Example:

c.

Give examples you know

tomb

Intermediate "con sound
a.

Sound noon

b.

Example:

c.

Give examples you know

took

3. Short noon sound
a. Sound ne

B.

b.

Example:

c.

Give examples you know

tuok

Review the words that you have had that contain the oo-hook sound
Activity I
Mastery of 0-hock and 00-hook Sonde

To see what student can secure the most words classified under the o-hook
and oo-hook, let the clees bring all

he words that they have found and let

different students read or nut their list on the board.
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Correlations I
Mastery of 0-hook and 00-hook Sounds
,Taglish.--The student learns the menning of words.
accurately every
A241121112g.--In transcribing the stenogranher must spell
word.

learned in
The stenographer also uses in shorthand t!-e sounds that he

spelling, because shorthand is written by sound.
ship are used.
rpnmanshin.--In writing shorthand the principles of penman
Work Sheet I
Mastery of 0-hook and 00-hook Sounds
with a word.
I. Give the three sounds of the o-hook and illustrate each sound
II. Divide the following words into the three o-hook sounds.
cross

1. ballot

18. basketball

35.

2. abroad

19. boats

36. draw

3. ball

20.

4. bow

21. bare

38. closer

5. closet

22. caught

39.

hog

6. block

23. caution

40.

hospital

2L. 'bone

41.

hot

8. blow

25. consolidated

42.

job

9. bottle

26. dog

43. fought

10. box

27. broken

44. jaw

U. clock

28. clause

45.

29. cough

46. law

13. borrow

30. broke

47. jolly

14. baseball

31.

coat

48, coach

1. b-ught

32.

c:nosen

49.

coast

TO.

code

7.

12.

16.

auto

bolts

broad

/7. brought

coffee

33. folly

34. gossip

37.

close

jobbers

C6
of the oo-hook and
illustrate each sound
with a word.
IV. Divide the following
words into the th7-eo
oo-hook sounds.
1. blood
18. coupe'
35. dull
2. bluff
19. crew
36. dust
3. bud
20. do
37. fur
4. cook
21. deduction
38. honey
5. accrued
22. auger
39. jealous
6. butter
23. took
40. loose
7. foot
24. drew
41. lose
8. chorus
25. food
42. pool
9. flew
26. fool
43. luck
1. bloom
27. does
44. mysterious
11
blue
28. dozen
45. once
12. football
29. drug
46. oven
13. pull
30. foolish
47. rheumntism
14. couple
31. fruit
48. roof
15. cup
32. gloomy
49. plus
16. cut
33. grew
50. prodIrtion
17. boots
34. group

III.

Give the three sounds

Key
Work Sheet I
Mastery of 0-hook and
00-hook Sounds
I.

1.

o as in rot

2.

as as in raw
o as In wrote

0

1. ballot

SW

1.

abr:,,,,A

1, auto
-OP
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boat

3.

bottle

3.

baseball

3.

4.

box

4.

basketball

4. bolts

5.

clock

5. bought

6.

closet

6.

broad

6. bare

7.

coffee

7.

brought

7.

8. consolidated

8.

ceught

8. bow

9. dog

9.

caution

9. broken

5.

bone

borrow

10.

folly

10.

clause

10. chose

11.

gossip

11.

cough

11.

close

12.

hog

12.

cross

12.

closer

13.

hospital

13.

draw

13.

coach

14.

hot

14. fought

14.

coast

15.

job

15.

jaw

1".

coat

16.

jobbers

16. law

16.

code

17.

jolly

17.

broke

III.

1.

u as in tuck

2. co as in took
3. oo as in tomb

rv,„ u

oo

oo

accrued

1.

blood

1. cook

1.

2.

bluff

2. foot

2. flew

3.

bud

3. football

3.

bloom

4.

butter

4.

pull

4.

blue

5.

chorus

5.

sugar

5.

boots

6.

couple

6.

took

6.

co1;7-)e.

7. cup

7.

crew

8. cut

8. do

9. deduction

9. drew
.••••

10.

does

_•
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11. dozen

11. fool

12. drug

12. foolish

13. dull

13.

fruit

14. dust

14.

gloory

15. fur

15. grew

16. honey

16.

group

17.

jealous

17.

loose

18.

luck

18.

lo.,e

19. -ysterious

19.

pool

20.

once

20. rheumatism

21,

oven

21.

22.

plus

23.

production

roof

Study Guide 11
Writing the 0-hock and 00-hock
1.

Head and write the words on pages thirty-four through thirty-seven of the
- dition three times three.
Gregg. Manual. P-Iniversarv E
word three times.

This means write each

Write each word in the assignment three times, then write

them again, and then again.
2.

Read end write the words on page forty-six of Gregr Sneed Studies

Third

Edition three times three.
3.

Read and write the phraes on pag

forty-seven of Grepg SDeed Studies. Third.

Edition three times three,

4. Read and write pages forty-eight through fifty in Grecp Manual A-nfversarY
Edition thr-Ast times three.
5.

Read and write words and 1:hrasz. on pages sixty-eight and sixty-nine of
Grerr S^eed Studirs

Third EditIon.

Write four lines of each word.
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6.

Read and write the plates on pages fifty-one and thirty-eight of the gila
Manual. Anniversary Edition.

Read and write them four times each.

Referea2es for students:
1.

Robert Gregg, Grey

Yanual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publish-

ing Co., 1929), pp. 34-37, pp. 48-50.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1941), Pp. 46-47, pp. 669.

References for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg, Gregg Manual, Anniversarv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), Pp. 34-37, pp. 48-50.
2.

Robert Gregg, Grezg SLpeed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 46-47, pp. 68-69.

3.

Etta Skene, John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teaching Princfr›F and Procedures
for GreRp Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932), pp. 01-70,
pp. 88-96.
Subject Matter II
Writing the 0-hook and 00-hook

I.

Rules
A.

The teacher will explain the rules in cless

B.

Master the rules. Better still, learn how to write the word as well
as learn the rule

C. 0-hook
1.

The lower half of the elliptical figureeis called the o-hook

2. Before rn", "m", "r", and
a.

The slent of the o-hoolc is modified slightly

b.

Be prepared to give exa-ples

3. Before downstrokes
a.

Written as usual, because no angle is formed

b.

Be prepered to give exam:elee
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4. Points to remembr
a.

The hook is small, deep, and narrow

b.

The end of no" com: back to the plane of beginning

B. 00-hook
1.

The upper pert or half of the elliptical figure is call-d the
0o-hook

2.

The combination "us"
a.

Written with an angle at the beginning of words

b.

Written rith an angle when it follows a dornstroke

c.

Written with an angle when it follows "k" or
nmn; nn and "g" when followed by nr" or nln it is
E

3. After

turned under
II.

Penmanship
A.

Positicn of hand and arm
1.

Hand and arm must have flexibility and freedom

2. Keep wrist and ball of hand from touching paper
3.

Whole forearm from the enol.: to the wrist rests on table

4. The sec-nd, third, and fourth fingers turned in
5.

Hold pen with just enough pressure to give you cormend of it

6. Have a light touch
7. Eliminatio::! of waste mechanical motion
B. Use a pen
Activity II
Writing the 0-hook and 00-hook
Send the students to the board to see who can write the best shorthand and.
have a spelling contest on the words that have been

ken in this study guide

and the previous unit.

JP
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This drawing was made of the hand of a pupil who seerne,
to maintain the best position in a c.lass of several hundrc.
pupils. Afterwards a number of other pupils posed, and
changes were made in the original drawing, and this corn
i)osite hand was the result. It shows you about all you netto know, or can know, of the position of the hand.

illustration No. 3
10

•

ILLUSTRATIONS
Nos. I AND 2
Showing the correct
writing position at
the desk.
These
should be studied in
every detail until the
pupil understands
definitely the position
he shouid assume in
writing.

.4

\c.

Lerile,

No.

isj.f.•.C•

•

t

2
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Correlations II
Writing the 0-hook and 00-hook
P'rimenship.--As shown in thil. unit th re are correct ways of writing
shorthan, just as there are for writing longhand.
gizlish.--New words are learned in shorthand and their meanLngs are
learned.
Work Sheet II
Writing the 0-hook and 00-hook
I.

Write the following words into shorthand.

As you write them think of

the rulest at you have had for writing the o-hook and co-hook.
1.

wo

13.

supper

35. stuff

2.

do

19.

dozen

3-').

truck

69.

shallow

70.

door

71.

snow

55. call

72.

stoile

52.

shadow

53. hog
i..,.

hot

3. took

20. group

37. us

4. true

21.

cut

33. thus

5. whom

22.

cook

39.

smooth

56.

coffee

73.

alone

6.

23.

cup

40.

through

57.

lodge

74.

protection

7. does

24.

oven

41.

auto

53.

narrow

75.

remote

S.

up

25.

cousin

dog

59.

slow

76.

grocery

9.

upper

26.

fruit

43. notice

60.

taught

77.

caution

10.

blue

27.

roof

44. fellow

61.

ball

73.

salt

11.

plus

28.

luck

45.

hotel

62.

law

79.

diploma

12.

pull

29.

rub

46.

occur

63.

wrote

80.

homesick

13.

lose

30. foot

47.

hope

64.

mock

14.

rug

31. shut

48.

brought

65.

abroad

hug

15. rough

32.

16. fool

33. fool

17. fur

34.

sugar

tough

2.

49. rob

66. broken

51. rcck

67. fo"'s

,,,..

6F.

shot

41.

load
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II.

Write the following sentences into

11,7)rthahd.

Dear Sir:
Your letter of May 15 re'..ched me this day.

I shell see the man

which I shall
about whom you asked in the course of a day or so, after
show him your letter, if that plan suits you.
Yours truly,
Dear Sir:
need some
I bought a kodak from Mr. Hall of your store in May. I
films for it, but I can not get them ne-:r my home.

If you will send

me two rolls, I shall send you a check immediately.
Yours truly,
Key
Work Sheet II

Writing the 0-hook and 00-h-ok
I. Words that are to be written into shorthand.
21.

1. /;

11.

2./

12.4L-/

3.r"Th

13.

15.

5.

41,

32.),,,----6,42.///43.

7
23..
s-

4./'-_'

31. 4,

24.

34./7

44.

25.'2--

35. )7

45.

6. ,,---,16. V
'
26.

36.

27.

37.

17. 1L.

8. ?

13.

38. /7

9.

19.//4- 29.

39._4.

II.

20.

53.

73.

'5.

,:/
48. C/

50..„,

30. ( 1/

72. 7

66.

•

7. A

10.

52.

67.

77.

/1 68.
/
558..
567
.1]!1,

778.

59. C---' 69.

79.

70.

80.

60. /c/-

LetT.ern that were to be rritten into sherthsnd
Is"

a

r

77
/9

_

1

.47 fL:.••••••-•.•

Cf2- w4

/(0

64
)

d---a

•

im

-------° /7

---c,

Study Guide III
Knowledge and Skill in Writin
g Brief Forms
1.

Read and write the first
six brief forms on page fif
ty of the Gregg
Eenual. Anniversary Edition
until you know them.
2. Read and write the brief
forms from "skill" to "sure"
on page fifty of the
Gregg Manual. Anniversary
Edition until you know the
m.
3. Read end write the bri
ef forms from "number" to "re
member" on page fifty
of the Gregg Manuel. Annive
rsary Edition until you know
them.
4. Read and write the brief for
ms from "want" to "upon" on
page thirty-seven
of the Gregg Yanual, Annive
rsary Edition until you know
them.
5. Read and write the bri
ef forms on page thirty-seven
of the Greg:
, Kenuall
Annivorearv Edition. Write
"glad" through "receive"
.
6. Read and write the bri
ef forms from "call" to "ste:t
e" on page thirty-seven
of the Gregg Menus?, Annile:rs
arv Edition until you know
them.
7. Read and write the bri
ef forms cn pages forty-six
, forty-seven, and sixtyeight of the Gregg Speed Stu
dies. Third Edition.
8.

Reed and write the brief fcr
ms on page fifty-four of the
Gregg Lanual,
Anniversary Edition nine tim
es.

References for students:
I.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Manuel
, Anniversary Edition (Chicago,
The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 50,
37.

2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Speed Stu
dies. Third Edtion (Chicago, The
Gregg Publishing Co., 1941), pp. e=e-e7, :S.

References for teacher:
1.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Kenuel
, Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The
Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 50,
37.

•
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2.

Robert Gregg, Greer Speed Studies

Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1541), pp. 46-47, 68.

3. Edith Bisbee, Brief-Form Drills (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1939),
pp. 29-30.
Subject Matter III
Knorledge and Skill in Writing Brief Forms
I. The teacher will place on the board the day before they are to be taught
the brief forms
A.

Every other day or every three days learn five e:r six brief forms.
It may be found that it is better to take this study guide along with
one and two

B.
II.

Review previous brief forms

Writing
A.

Write the brief forms until they become automatic

B.

The teacher-rill give them out to you fia c1as.

7e 7repar-d to write

them as fast as she gives them
Activity III
Ynowledge nnd Skill in Writing Brief Fors
Send the students to the board to see who can write the best shorthand by
writing the paragraphs that they rrite themselves using all the brief forms
studied so far.

place these on the bulletin board.
Ccrrelstions III
Knowledge and Skiilin Writing Erief Forms

English.--Frief forms make up a large pert of the English language.
brief forms form one-fourth of the entire vritten and spoken language.
Terk Sheet III
Knowledge and Skill in Triting Prief Forms
I.

Write the shcrthand fcr the following words.

Ten
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1.

belief

12.

general

23.

received

2.

believe

13.

girl

24.

several

3.

believes

14.

glad

25.

situation

4.

caLl

15.

gladness

26.

small

5.

c-lled

16.

or-'er

27.

so-called

6. coarse

17.

ordered

28.

state

7.

is.

possible

29.

stated

8. courses

19.

possibly

30.

upon

9. doctor

20.

purpose

31.

told

course

10. during

21. recall

32.

want

11. estate

22. receive

33.

wanted

Key
Work Sheet II/
Knowledge and Skill in Writing Brief Forms

4f

12.

23.

2.

13.

24.)

3.
(

14•,------

25. y/4

.,--2,
4

15.

26.

16.

27.

1.

17.

.

L./

28. ,/

is.

29. vif

8

19.

30

9. /-

20.

31 /g°

10.

21.

11. €1,

22,

Cr
31.

Study Guide IV
Exrressing

1.

4namlo
Learn the different sounds of the "wm on page fifty-two of the Grerj:
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Anniverserv Edition.
2.

Study the "r" and see how it is nade.

3.

Review the brief ferns that have been studied.

4.

Write and study paragraphs ninety-seven through one hundred and one of
Gregg Manuel, Anniversary Edition on peges fifty-two through fifty-four.
Study them as suggested before.

5.

Reed pages seventy-six through eighty of the Grego Speed Studies. Third
Edition.

6.

Write paragraph 113 on page seventy of the Gregg Sneed Studies, Third
Edition as a review.

7.

Read and write page fifty-five of the

•eLxeLre_aal,__4,IGzn;=4z_iver

three times.
References for students:
1.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Eanual. ..nniversare. Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 52-55.

2.

Robert Gregg, Grezo Speed St4ies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), PP. 74-80.

References for teacher:
1.

Robert Gregg, Greg7 ,1-7...I:nue', Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Cc., 1929), pp. 52-'5.

2.

Robert Gregg, Gregr Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 74-80.
Subject Eatter IV
Exnressng "Os

I.

Learnng the three sounds of "w"
A.

The teacher rill place the sounds cn the board and explein them
"co-e"
2. 'i:ave "oo-a-v"

3.
B.
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Well noo-aw-1"

Review the words thnt you have had th?t have the sound of the
oo-hcok in them

C.

Learn the meaning of the words

D.

Associate the different sounds with the Shorthand characters

II. Dictation
A.

The teacher will dictate the plates that you have practiced

B.

Practice the retention of words
1.

A few words to be held in your rand the firs* time

2.

Increase the number of words

3.

You rut have the ability to retain a

least twenty words

Activity IV
Expressing "Un
Transcribe letters thnt the teacher picks out. Let th- letters be
from the textbook; so the students can get the habit of trnscribing.
Students usually like this.
Correlations IV
Expressing "V"
Spelling.--There is a great similarity between the oo-hook and "re.
They are 'written the same way in shorthand.
Sheet IV
Expressing "W"
I.

Write the following words into shorthand.

1.

win

6.

wash

11.

2.

wet

7.

1:-.11

1 2.

3.

weave

8.

wove

13.

wheel

18.

woo

4.

rag

9.

wool

14.

hig

15.

walk

5.

wade

10.

whit

15.

wick

20.

wove

whack

16.

weary

17.
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Write the folloring sentences into shorthand.

II.
1.

In a far away foothill of Tours a man drove a team of horses every eay.

2.

The mill lay at the fc-,ot of a hill not far from the lake.

3.

They cut their whent in the rin'er.
Key
Work Sheet IV
Exp.ressing "W"

I.

Words that were to be written into shorthand.

1.

6. '11

11.

2. 9/

7.

12. '

17. cly

13.

18.

14.

19.

15.

20.

3.
4.

9. ,„ey‘..
10.

5.
II.
1•

16.

91--N.

Sentences that were to 're written into shorthand.
—

• cl
i

• 2)

,
1..

u

(17-I

97
4
• ---rzr- 7
•,
"

(1

2.

3.

4
/

or
'
_i•-•

CIO rri nating Activity
Have the students write a paragraph in shorthand using the princil-les of
shorthand and English that they have learned in this unit.

Let the cl-ss vote

on the best paragraph and have it -mblished in the school paper.
The last day that the u -it is to be taught ask the class to do the voting..
Outcomes
I. Knowledge end Understanding of:
A.

Westering the

oo-hoo7,-

1. 0-hook •Is composed of:
a.

"r.,"

b. "ar" sn”nd
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.••••

c.

"o" sound

2. 00-hook is composHd of:
a. "co" sound
b. "C7" s7und
c.
3.
B.

"u" sound

The "w" is expressed by the oo-hock

The principles 6nd techniques of writing
1. 0-hook
a.

To avoid an unnecessary angle, the slant of the o-hook is
modified slightly before "n", "m", n rtt, and "1"

b.

Wher a downstr-ke comes before the o-hook, the o-hook joins
the downstrokes without an angle

2. 00-hook
a.

To avoid an unnecessary angle the co-hook is turned under
after "n", "m", and "1"

b.

The oo-hook is turned under after "k" or "g", if followed by
"r" or "1"

c.

Shorthand is written by sound

3. The "w" is expressed by the oo-hook
a.

By pronouncing words slowly it will be found that n w

has the

sound of "oo"
b.

In the body of a word it is more convenient to express
by a dash beneath the vowel following.

In writing "sw" the

hook is preferable
C.

Brief forms
1.

Know automatic th-? brief forts

2.

Know what an important part they have in shorthand
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D.

II.

Expressing the "w"
1.

The "w" is expressed by the oo-hook

2.

Retain at least twenty words at one time

Attitude towards
A.

The responsibililies that must be assumed by young people entering the
business world
1. Work must be done on time
2.

Work that is not done right must be done over

3.

The idea of keeping the affairs of the business to yourself

4. People in the classroom will cooperate if given ccoperation
5.

The teacher is ready to help you

6. Work must be done according to directions
B.

Foundation for a successful career
1. Good citizenship
2.

Good health

3. General education
C.

Securing confidence in oneself
1.

Be prepared

2.

Do the best thst you can

D. Developing the ability to work in a group
1.

Alrays speak in a friendly tone

2. When someone is speaking wait until they hav

finished to speak

3. Do the best now in preparing for the future
4.

Keep from making mistakes tomorrow that were made today

r).

:t to do en7'. 62 it
,
Understand wh.
The worker's job is an important part of the whole

7.

Proper pocitinn in work for the best results
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III.

Habits of:
A.

Acquiring experience thrcuEh the performance of office tasks that
arise in school
1. Cutting stencils

B.

2.

Weeting people

3.

Answering the telephone

4.

Making out orders

5.

Answering letters

Developing the ability to work from verbal and written directions
1. Understand the directions

C.

2.

Listen closely and ask if in doubt

3.

Get the directions the first t7'.--e

Developing skill in oral and written expression
1.

Look up in the dictionary ev ry new word

2. Learn to express yourself in clear and concise English
3.
D.

Learn punctuation

Personal cleanliness
1.

Hair combed

2.

Nails clean

3. Shoes s'ined

E.

:V.

4.

Clothes pressed

5.

Clean body

Developing the ability to real accurately shorthand notes
1.

Write good shorthand

2.

Writin7 the words by sound

3.

Do neat work

Appreciation for:
A.

The need for proper recreation to offset tne physical and mental strain
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try
arising from the specialization of conmerce and indus
1. Friendship of classmates
2.

B.

C.

Recreation provided by school
a.

Gymnasium

b.

Tennis courts

Other people's ideas
1.

you
The teacher has had a great -'eal more experience than

2.

Your employer will be older and more experienced

3.

The person who prepared the punctuation sheet

d
Methods of writing and taking notes by a fast metho
1.

Time end equipment saved by writing shorthand

2.

Invention of shorthand

good background
3. Taking shorthand develops an appreciation of a
in English
Leads to Other Units
diphthongs should
Because of their similarity or sameness a unit on the
follow the "o" wet.

The diphthong "u" is a combination of the "e" en

tha

oo-hook,
Teacher Evaluation
To What Extent:
V.G.
1.

Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experiences?

2.

Does it orovide for some free, in,.
formal association of the pupils?

3.

Does it provide an op.)ortunity for
manipulation or bodily activity?

G.

F.

P.

None
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G.
4.

F.

Do the parts of the unit mak- a coherent
whole?

5. Does it provide for a considerable amount
of pupil activity?
6.

Does it contain an anticipated outcone

1./

that is satisfactory?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
end illustrative materials?

8.

Does the unit of work have a useful purpose in the prese7t or future life of the
pupil?

,•

Does it reproduce actual life situations,
as far as possible?

11

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

12.

Does it provide en opportunity for the
pupil to oricinate, plan, and direct
the activity, as far as possible?

13.

Does it provide opportunity to 'ur3ge,
choose, and evaluate?

14.

../

Is it within the available tine for
the 'it'

15.

Is the expositin clear enluch to
it possible for anothor teacher to put
the unit into practice if she so desires?

16. Is it clearly stated where materiels rmy

fr

P. .None
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V.G.

Ex.

G. F. P.

None

be obtained?
17.

Are the references complete and exact?
Final Check Up Test
A Unit on the Mastery of Vowels
Give the six different sounds of no" and group the following six words

I.

according to sound.

Then write the shorthand for each word.
cue'

1.

consolidated

e•

nose

5.

2.

ugly

A+•

brought

6. cook

IT.

knswer the following questions by writing true or false at the margin
on the left.

1.

The wrist and ball of hand should touch the paper when you are writing.

2.

When writing hold the pen tight to keep it steady.

3.

Have a light touch when writing.

4.

All mechenical motien should be eliminated.

5.

The pages of the shcrthand tablet should be turned with the left hand.

6.

The pen notes are apt to be large and inaccurately formed.

7.

Words in a series sheuld be followed by a comra.

8.

Introductory adverbial clauses should be followed by semicolons.

9. Compound sentences should be senarated by commas.
10.
III.

Simple sentences should be separated by commas.
Write the shorthand for the followng 7-ords.

1.

gladness

5.

2.

so-called

6. cuestion

3.

during

7.

4.

purpose

TV.

wanted

8.

clearly

9.

charged
viEh

remembrance

Transcribe the following letter.

411,
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/

9

777,)
4 er7

0

z, •

1

J2-7

(
V.

7-7

Write the following letter in shorthand.

Dear Sir:

Th2re will be a meet_ng of our committee on Lay 13.

The purpose

of the meeting will be to get some money to pay for the ball that we are
planning in honor of the mayor.

We have already collected a good deal of

money, but we have far from enough.

I -m going to ask the governor to be

with us at this meeting for I knew he will be glad to help.

The mayor will

be very happy when I tell him of our plans.
Yours truly,
Key
Final Check Up Test
A Unit on the Y.astery of Vowels

I.
I.
2.

3.
II.

Words that were to be written into shorthand.
o consolidated
aw bro ght
o nose

4.

u ugly

5.

oo cook

6.

oo coupe'

True and false questions.

1. false

3.

true

5. true

2. false

L.

true

6. false

III.

true
fnlse

9. true
10. true

Wr:itin7 words into shorthand.

1.

5.

2.
Iv.

7.

4. (i

7..___910.1

Transcription of letter.

Dear Madam:

I have re-lved a letter from Mr. N-tion with reference to the
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small metal larp he thought of ordering fror you.
the cloth shade you showed him,
made.

He will take it, but not

he is gol:.g to have a special silk shade

P ck the lamp in a heavy box and ship it by express without fail this
Yours tmly,

week.
V.

The letter that was to be written in shorthand.

.

a ,

1 Cr

/

—

(YL

-7'
Attitude Tcst

-

AnswT,r yes or no to the following questions on your ,Atitude toward
shorthand.

Yes

No

Do I work nor in preparation for the future?
2.

Do I give up after trying to do something once?

3.

An I indifferent to my classmates?

4.

Can I take constructive criticism?

5.

Do I regard other people's op'n;cn?

b.

An I willing to cooperate?

7.

Do I try to irprove each day?

8.

Do I try to make goof grades just for grades only?

9.

Can I do group work efficiently?

10.

Am I interested in what I do?

II.

Do I concentrate on my work?

12.

Do I mind borrowing from other peeple?
Habit Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on yo,:r shorthand habits.
Yes

1.

Do I turn the pages of my book with my left hsr-l?
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Yes

No

2. Do I transpose words?

3. Do I write shorthand r!th continuous movement?
4. Do I keep my feet fiat on the floor while teeing dictation?
5.

Do I keep a good position when taking dictation?

6. Do I retain the exact wording in my mind?
7.

Are my hands flexible?
Appreciation Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your apnreciation for

shorthand.

Yes

No

1. Do I aprreciate the frjendshZp of ery classmates?
2.

Do I appreciate the recreation provided by the sc lool?

3. Do I appreciate a faster method of writing?
4. Do I appreciate other people's ideas?
5. Do I appreciate a good English background?
S. Do I appreciate the equipment teat I have with which
to work?
Bibliography For Unit on the Mastery of Vowels
Bibliography for the Teacher
Bisbee, Edith,

ri-F' D111 (Chicego, The Greg Publishing Co., 1939).

Gregg, Robert, Grerr Maeual, Anniversery Edition (Cnicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Grerr Speed Studies. Third Editi-n (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1941).
Gregg, Robert, Thq Teaching of Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publise;ng Co.,
1916).
Sene, Etta, V:aish, John, eni Lomax, Paul, Teerhfne Princieles_p . Procedus
for Grerr .'Shorthand (Chicsgo, The Gregg Publisheng Co., 1932).
Zinman, Meyer, Strelsin, Roslyn, ana' Weitz, Eiizeb=th, DsilzLepsen F."..ame for
Te-cleieg Grarg S'''ortkix.nd 177 tb,e Sentence Methx: (Chicago, The Gregg Pulishing
Co., 1934).
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Bibliography for the Student
Gregg, Robert, Gr:=Aenuelthrse_ition (Chicaeo, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Greee Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941).
Standard Dictionary
A Unit on the Mastery of Diphthongs
The rriter has given the rules that are to be explained to the class in
the followfng unit.

It may seem that the writer is stressing rules rather

than teaching the student to write words and phrases.

Mestery of shorthand,

however, comes through knowing how to write a word rather than to quote a
rule,

The eriter remembers having seen a student's paper in which h, had

written all the ruleF of punctuaticn but had violated each rule in the

paragraph.
Too much time met not be spent In explaining.

As V.r. Gregg said -n an

address to the students in the Summer Normal School for Shorthand Teachers
Gregg School, Chicago, no date given, "The wcrd education is derived from "e",
out and "ducere", lead, a leading out.

The great art in teaching is to draw

out the student as he advances in the study.

The teacher must explain the

. important rules and princioles and emphasize their importance, but he should
try to get the student to work out the problems for himself as much as possible."
Grade_placement.--Eleventh grade
Time ellotment.--Five weeks
Centre' theme.--Combining Two Vowels
Objectives
I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

Exeressing "y", "rig", erel "nk"

B.

Learning the diphthongs and other vowel combinations

C.

Leerning the omission of short "u" and "ow"
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II.

Attitude tow-rd:
A.

Favorable
1.

Foundation for a successful career

2.

Business attitudes

3.

Working with shorthand

B. Critical
1. Shorthand as an art
2.
III.

Cooperation and -'irections

Habits of:
A. Possessing good health
B. Reading shorthand
C. Possessing good vor'
,techniques

IV.

Anpr,:,ciation for:
A.

The benefits from shorthand

B.

What the school has don for the student and
is still doing

C.

Opportunities
A7nroach

A stud nt asked cne day in class, "What is
the difference in the sound
of vier and blue?"
was

a

The teacher stopped and explainld that "u" sound
in view

diphthon7; and as soon as

he unit that they ,-ere on was cozpieted, they

would take up the diphthongs.
lath this question in the minds of the
students, the knit on diphthongs was
a-proached. The teacher in this unit will
try to present dinhthongs and to show
the difference between the dinhth-n
nu" and the co-hook.
St- d7 Guide I
Expressing "Y", "MG", and "NK"
1. Study the words in paragrarils
104 and IC5 on page 56 of the Gre;.
, Manual.,

El
ArrirPrcpr— rylit 1 "l

by the rethods that were given to the class at the

first of the year.
2. Read and write p&

graph 130 on page 82 of the Gregg SL-eed Studie;3. Thir4

Edition five times.
3.

Read paragraphs 131 and 132 on pages 83 and 84 of the Gregg Sneed Studies,
Third Edition until you can read it fluently.

4.

Study the words in paragraphs 106 end 107 on page 57 of the Gregg Mnnuell
Anniversary Edition by the directions given in question 1.

5.

Write five conies of paragrahs 108 and 107, on page 58 of the Gregg Manu31,
AnniversPr7 Editioq.

6.

Write three copies of paragraph 75 on page 40 of Gregg Manual. Anniversary
;dition.

7.

Read and write page 55 of the Gregg Eanual, Anniversary Edition three times.

Refr-irences for students:
1. Robert Gregg, GeegF iLnual

Innivgrssrv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 40, 56, 57, '8, 59.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Sneed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
?ublishing Co., 1941), pp. El-g6.

References for teacher:
1.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Kanual. Annivrsary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publfshing Co., 1929), pp. 40, 56, 57, 58.

2.

Robert Gregg, GreErg, Sneed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 81-86.

3.

A Course of Study for Teac"ng Gregg Shorthand /-7 the Anniversary Manual
Method (Cnicago, The Gregg :elfolishing Co., 1°2,2), p. 8.
Subect Wetter
Expressing "Y", "NG", and "NV
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I.

Exnressing
A.

9,41
Y

"ng", and "nk"

riyt1

1.

The teacher will exnlain the rules in class

2.

Rules
a. "
"
1
has the sound of long "e", as in yoke, an

when followed

by a hook is expressed by the small circle
b.

"Ye", as in year, is expressed by a small loop; "ya", by a
large loop

B. "Ng" and "nk"
1.

The teacher will explain the rules in class

2.

Rules
a.

"Ng" is expressed by flnft written at a slightly downward
slant

b. "Nk" is expressed by a lonrer stroke on the same slant
II.

Reading and dictation
A.

Read pages eighty-two through eighty-four cf the Grer,r Sneed Studies,
Third Edition in class the day before jt is assigned as 1-imerork

III.

B.

Read it again in class the next day

C.

The teacher rill use this work for dictation practice

Prefixes and suffixes
A.

Refr to the Grerr 1.17,nLel. Anniversary Edition page fifty-six for
the rules

B.

Fhrases
1.

Master the phrases on page fifty-eight of the Grerr ganual,

•

Anniversary Edit4cfl
2.

Review the phrases on page forty-four of the Grrr, ganual,
knnivers-arv Edition

..•••
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IV. Dictation and reading
A.

Read pave fifty-nine of the Gree

Manual. Anniversrv Efiticn in

class the day before it is to be written
B. Pages eighty-five and eighty-six are to be read in class
Activity I
1 11
Expressing "V, "NG", and "N7.
Playing Bingo in saorthand is a very enjoyable and worthwhile game for
high school pupils.

It is the same as the regular game of Bingo except that

there are shorthand characters on the cards instead of numbers.
Correlations I
Expressing virl, "NG", and "NK"
Enplish.--To intee,rate and eorrelte as the learning of shcrthand proceeds,
such "pre-tranecripticn" English as sentence structure, paragraphing, capitalization, punctuation, syllabicating, and diction must be mastered.
Work Sheet
Expressing "Y", "NG", and "NK"
Write the following words into shorthand.
1.

infer

11.

yacht

21.

throegh the

2.

impel

12.

yellow

22.

does not

3.

embrace

13.

yard

23.

among

4.

indeed

14.

ring

24.

thank

5.

engine

i. songs

25.

effort

6.

emotion

16.

banquet

26.

who have

7.

lovingly

17.

spring

27.

character

8.

savings

18.

vary much

0

noticed

19.

when the

29.

will

unnecessary

20.

we must

30.

as you

10.

•-•

't
71.1c
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Kei
Work Sheet I
Expressing

II

ri

"NG", and "NK"

Words written into shorthand,
1. Id

11. e/'

2
.

12.

22./
L-

3.

13. 67

23.
24.

5.

25. 1%

6.

26.)
27.
28.
29.

10.

30. 91

200

Study Gide II
Learning the Diphthongs and Other Vowel Combinations
1. Study paragraph 113 on page 62 of the Grerr Manual. ;1:-Aiivers7rv Edition
according to the rules given you the first of the year.
2.

Write paragraphs 114, 115, and 116 on page 63 of the Grerr Manual, Anniversary Edition five times.

3.

Read and write page 64 in the Grerr Manuel. ..r.niversary Edition five times.

4.

Trite paragraphs 95 on page 50 and 69 on page 37 five times.

These pages

are in the Grerp Manual. Anniversary Edition.
5.

Study paregraths 118, 119, and 120

pae 65 the Gregg Manuel. AnniversarY

ditioa.
6. Write paragraphs 121, 122, end 123 on pages rA end 67 of the Grer17
Anniversarv alition five times.
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References for student-;:
1.

Robert Gregg, Gregz Manual

Anriversarv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 61-67.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregr Speed Studiea. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941)0 PP. 87-99•

References for teacher:
1.

Robert Gregg, Cregr Manual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 61-67.

2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Sneed Studies, Third_ Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 87-99.

3.

Etta Skene, John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teaching PrincinleL: ond Procedures
for Gregr Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932), pp. 112-126.
Subject h:atter II
Learning the Diphthongs and Other Vcmel Combinatjons

I.

Review the o-hook and op-hook h

ritinr the fclloring sentences Mto

shorthand.
Thehutishot.Theroadis rough.
upper door.
leeks.
II.

The truck is broken.

They caught the tough man.

They fotr-ht for food.

Cook the raw meat.
The dog is loose.

Open the

The hotel roof
The ball is blue.

The diphthongs
A.

A Tiure diphthong is the union in one syllable or the tro simple vowel
sounds uttered in rapid succession.

The diphthongs are therefore

expressed by joining the circles and noo::s rerresentirg the vowel
s-unds of wh:ch the diphthongs are composed
After le,lrning the diphthonrs, study the four exce:tions
1.

life

2.

line

3.

cuite

4.

might

P6
C.

Examples of the diphthongs
ns in human

14

2. "CW" as in cow
3. "OI" as in boy
D.

Reading
1.

Be prepared to read pages eighty-eight through ninety-three of
the Gre?g Speed Studies, Third Editien

2. Be prepared to take page sixty-four in the Grerr Manuel, Anniverser- Ed!t!--1 as dictation

IV.

a.

The first day it is assigned it will be reed in class

b.

Practice it as homework

c.

The next day the teacher will dictate it to you

Other vowel combinations
A.

In a few words, vowels follow one another consecutively with -ut
foreing a diphth-ng.

In such words the signs for the sound are written

in the order in rhich they occur.

B.

1.

Radio

2.

Showy

Any vovel following the diphthong "i" is expressed by a small circle
within the large circle.

C.

Examples:

1.

Riot

2.

Diet

Examples:

Short "i" fr-llowed by "a" is expressed by a large circle with a Eat
within it; "e" followed by the large circle vowel is expressed by a
large circle with a dash within it.
1.

Serial A o

2.

Cereal

Examplge:
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D.

When two vowels not forming a pure diphthong c-re together the
minor vo”el may be omitted.

V.

1.

Theory ."--1

2.

Genius

EXar4,1es:

A

The teacher will place the words of pages ninety-fcur and ninety-five on
the board and you will be called upon to read them.
Gresr Speed Studies. Third Edition.

These are fror the

Be prepared to reed from page ninety-

five through ninety-nine when called on in class
Activity II
Learning the Diphthongs and Other Vowel Combinations
Let the students bring to class all the diphthong sounds in T:ords they
•

can find.

After they have collected them have them to arrange them according

to the four diphthongs and check them in class.
the board or read

The students may put then on

cut loud in class.
Correlations II

Learning the Diphthongs and Other Vowel Combinations
Penmanshir.-- Shorthand requires the same principles and techniques tat
are used in longhand.

Shorthan

chnracters must he written wlth ease and accuracy

if they are to be transcribed.
Znzlish.--Sentence structure iE the same in shorthand as in lo:Ighand.

Parts

of speech and tense of verbs are used the same in shorthand as in longhand.
Work SEeet II
Learning the Diphthongs and Other Vowel ComhInaticne
I.

V:rite the shorthand for the fcllowing rords.

1.

poem

S.

piano

2. teory
t'ory
4. dollar
`.

vie

11.
-

8.

Ind

ple-,se

23.

c,,nrtsiela

9. cereal

1 1..

fUners1

1. rcne.wal

3 .

-
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16.

oversight

21.

wire

26.

comply

17.

voice

22.

excited

27.

cute

18.

join

23.

smile

23.

creation

24.

life

2?.

trust

25.

annoy

30.

address

19. design
use
II.

Transcribe the followin7 letter:
?

(v)
-

6 t„)
,

,

(

9
-A

K
Work Skeet II
Learning the Dinhthongs and O'her Vowel Combinations
I.

Words written into shorthand.

1.6

11•

21. c9---*/

12.

22.

13.

23.4

14.

24.

15. LO

25.

16.

26.

I;
•)

cp-rje

17.

18.
19.A

29. /"'

20. 6'

33.

28.,--740

II. Letter that rs to be transcribed.
Dear sir:
If you are wise, you will let your friend, Mr. White of Niles County,
appoint you to the place that is now open in our office.
You can buy the radio cn

no. Why not try it fgr n

The salary is good.
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The noise will not annoy you.

You can drive frrm home.
Yours truly,

Study Guide III
Learning the Omission of Short "U" and "OW"
1. Study paragraphs 124-126 on page 68 of the Greee Manuel. Anniversary Edition
as you have been studying before.
2. Study paragranhs 127-129 on pages 69 and 70 of the Grera Yarual

Lnni-

versarv Edition according to the outline given the first of the year.

3. Write paragraph 130 on page 70 of the Greae Manual. Anniverserv. Edition
five times.

4. Read and write page 71 of the Gregz }a-usl ,tnniverserv Editiz-n three tines.
5. Write paragraphs 60 on page 30 and 53 on page 27 of the Great-7 Y.anual,
Anniversary Edition five times.

6. Read pages 100-106 of the Grer,E Sneed Studies. Third Edition.
References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Grear- VarluaI. Anr4versery Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 68-72.
2. Robert Gregg, Gregg Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941),

pp. 100-106.

References for teacher's
1. Robert Gregg, Grege Manual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), PP. 68-72.
2. Robert Gregg, Greg:
,Sneed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), Pp. 300-106.

3. Etta Skene, John Walsh, and Paul Lomax, Teaching Principles end Proceduree
for Grerr E...7.0rth:and (Chicego, The Gregg Publishing Co.,
133.

ic:3), —P. 127-
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Subject ratter III
Learning the Omission of Short "U" and "OW"
Review the brief form
II.

in Part III and TV of Unit I

Omission of short "u" and "ow"
A.

Rules
1.

Study the rules on page eighty of the Gregg Manua
l, Anniversary
Edition

2.

The teacher will explain the rules in class befor they
e
are
assigned as homework

B.

Study the examples the teacher puts on the
board

C. Study and learn the brief forms on
page seventy of the GregP, Manual,
Anniversary Edition.

The teacher will present them in class the

day before they are assigned as homework
D.

Pages 102 and 104 of the Gregp Sneed Stud'
ec. Third Editfon -ill be
used as sight reading

III.

Prefixes and ruffixes
A.

Rules
1.

The teacher will explain and give examples
in c:Iss

2.

Study the rules on page sixty-nine of the Greg
Edition.

B.

Write

Manual. AnniversarY

Learn the remainder of the brief forms on page seventy

the shorthand for the folloeing words and check them by
page 100

of the Grezg Speed Studies

Thirri

emperor, persuade, persuasion, personnel, permitted,
permits, perform,
7urple, pursuit, purse, approach, approve, improper, proba
te, prohibit,
pronounce, proportion, provision, proven, prosper,
prolonged, procure,
reruirement, trestment, installments, documents, amply
, and simply
C.

Reading and dictation
1.

Read pege seventy-one of the g_r_j_ery:.;
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2.

Be ready to reed

pages 104-106 of the Grerg Speed Studies,

Third Edition in class
Activity III
Learni—g the Omission of Short 11-11 and "0 ."
•

Let the students bring to class a theme, story, or long letter written

using the brief forms that have been covered this year and any other words
they may wish tc use.
Correlations III
Learning the Omission of Short "U" and "M"
Friglish.--Correct sentence structure, punctuation, and neat work are
re7-uired in shorthand as in longhand.
atillLa.--Shorthand is written by sound and in transcribing a shorthand
character if it is 7Lisspelled, 't is counted rrong.
Tvnerriting.--Shorthand has to be transcribed Tn the typewriter.

nad and

faulty typing bindes transcription.
Work Sheet III
Learning the Omission of S:ort "U" and "CT"
Write the following sentences into shorthand.
1.

The children will go to college this sur=er.

They 7!i11 stay together and

will have a shower in the corner by the radiator.
2.

They will pay their tuition at so much a point when it is due.

3. I will write you in ample time to start piano and violin lessons.
4. We hsd much excitemsnt in the apartment at luncheon today.
5.

The supply of oil is -twice the size it was last night.

6. I did not realize tat the music would ho funny.
7.

We sang songs at the banquet as we always do at our me7tings.

S.

The note is payable in a year.
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Key
Work Sheet III
Learning the Omission of Sort

tIU 11

and

1110V,

Words that count in the sentences.
1. ,____,
2. /49

6p_,

4,

CL;3minating Activity
Let the students choose sides and have a spelling contest on the wp-ds
that they have had in this unit.
the student spell in shorthand.

Let the teacher give out the words and have
If a student misses a word end the other side

does too and it comes back to his side, he may remain standing if a membsr of
his side gets it -orrect.
Outcomes
I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

Expressing

and "nk"

1. "I" has the sound of long "e" and when followed by a hook vowel is
expressed by the small circle
2. "Ie" is expressed by a small loop; "yn" by a large loop
3.

:,wnwnrci.slant
The sound "ing" is expressed by "n" written at a alight - d,

4. "Ines" is expressed by a
for the mg-dot

0,9 110

"ingly" by a small circle rdostitu ted
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-5.

Negative words beginni-., g with "in", "unn, and "im" in which the
n

or

n="

is doubled are distinguished from the postive forms by

omitting one of the doubled consonants and insertin!7 the initial
vorel
B. Diphthongs
1.

There are four diphthongs:

"un, "ow", "oi", and

2.

There are four exceptions:

line, life, quite, and might

Ni"

3. There diphthongs are not formed, write the sounds as they occur
4.

Any vowel following the diphthong "i" is expressed by a small
circle within the large circle. Short "i" followed by "a" is
expres.;ed by the large circle with a dot placed within it; "en
followed by the large circle vowel is expressed by a large circle
with a dash within it

5.

When two vowels not forming a pure diphthong come together, the
minor vo,:el may be omitted

Omission of short "u" and now"
1. In the body of a word short "u" and
"n" an
2.

ow n are omitted bYfore

, and silcrt "u" before straight downstrokes

The "per", "pro", "pur" are expressed by "pr"; able" by "b";
"cle" by "p"; "went" by "0

II.

Attitude toward:
A.

Favorable
1. Business opportunities
a.

Cooperation all times with feller workers

b.

Rernrd for fello. vorkers

c.

Loyalty to the firm end school wile working

d. Punctuality

2.

3.

B.

e.

Tolerance

f.

Ability to follow directions
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Foundation for a successful career
3.

Good citizenship

b.

Good health

c.

General education

Working with shorthand
a.

It takes tire and effort to master shorthand

b.

Every sound must be mastered

c.

It is a vital part of office routine

d.

Every character rust be written with sxactness

Critical
1. Shorthand as an art

2.

III.

a.

Shorthand as fast means of taking dictation

b.

7writing with pencil instead of pen

c.

Shorthand is a skill that can be acquired only by hard work

d.

Diphthongs are over emnhasized in shorthand

Cooperation and r.:lirections
a.

Office routine is dependent upon its fellow workers

b.

Why the "boss" should be considered right

c.

Responsibility should be centered

Habits of:
A.

Working to the maximum
1.

Satisfied only with the best one can do

2.

C-ncentration on rh:st there is to do and do it

3.

Thr? stu6ert does not waste his or anyone's time

4.

Always ready for wcrk
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B.

a.

Equipment ready

b.

At your re-Ular place on time

c.

Get the directions the first time they are civan

d.

Finish what you start out to do

e.

Do each day's work

Reading and writing shorthand
1.

Developing the habit of reading s:orthand fluently and
accurately

2.

Developing the habit of not pausing and ponderinc. upon
every
uncommon word

3. Developing a technioue of writing, which is conducive to the
prcyhiction of legible shorthand

4. Developing automstic responses to the dictation of brief forms
and simple rhrases
5.

Have a definite tin

to study and study at this time

Stay with a given outline or princi7.1e until you have
mastered it,
or better still come back later if you have spent
top much time
7.
8.
C.

Write with ink for ineed
1Always have pen filled an- two pencils ready

Caring for health
1.

Get 7_,lenty of sleep

2.

Take recreation after office hours

3.

Eat proper f-cA end drink plenty of

4.

Personal cleanlin:ss
a.

Clean nails

I.

Clean shoe=

c.

We.] groomed hair

d.

Clothes always pressed

ater
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IV.

Appreciation for:
A.

The benefit_ from shorthand
1.

Advantages of a short mettod of writing

2.

Time saved

3. 1ateria1s saved
4. People have more leisure ti7Le because work is done faster
5.
B.

Accuracy

What the school has done for the student and is still doing
1. Chance for an education
2. Previous education
3. Teacher
4. Eouipment
5. Friendship

C.

Opportunities
1.

Se .f-improvement

2.

Waking a living

3. Increased knowledge
Leeds to Other Units
After the unit on diphthongs h35 been completed, the unit on blende
d
consonants should be taught.

This unit is taught to show the student that by

blending consonants speed is gained.
Teacher Evaluation
To What Extentt
P. row
1. Does it involve a variety cf direct
sensory experience?
2. Does it provide for some free, in—
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Ex.

formal association of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
manipulation or bodily activity?

4. Do the parts of the unit make a
coherent whole?
5.

Does it provide for a considerable
amount of pupil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is sctisfactor?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
and illustrative materials?

S. Does the unit of work have a useful purpo
se
in the present or future life cf the pupil':
9.

Does it reproduce actual life situations,
as far as possible?

10.

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

12.

Does it provide an opportunity for the
pupil to originate, plan, and direct the
activity, as far as possible?

13.

Does it provide opportunity to judge, choose,
and evaluate?

14.
1=

Is

it within the available time for the unit'i

Is the ex-,ositicn cle7.r enough to mak(a it
possible for a new teach r to put the unit
into practice if ehe so desire!.?

V.G.

G.

F.

P.

!:one
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Ex.
16.

V.G.

F. P.

None

Is it clearly stated where materials
may be obtained?

17.

G.

r'

Are the references complete and exact?
Final Check 17p Test
Mastery of Diphthongs and Vowel Combination:,,

I.

write the following sentences into shorthand.

1.

You are quite right In saying that the price was too high, and I think
the whole order of cereals should be returned.

I siould think that they

could quote lower prices, owing to their greater purchasing power.
2.

An ounce or so of light motor oil spread on the leaves of the springs of a
car will remove the squeaks.

3.

The boy's singing was enjoyed by his friends.

4. How many filinF . cases does his office have?
II.

Matching.

Place the number of the word in the blank attached to the

rule which governs the writing of that rrd.
In the body of a word short "u" and "or" are omitted

1.

payment

before "n" and "m".

2.

pursue

"Per", "pro", and "rur" are expressed by "pr".

3.

crests

"Ment" is expressed by

4. samle

Short "i" followed by "a" is expressed by a /ar-e

5. noble

circle with a dot rithin.
_____"Pie" is expressed by "p".
"Pie" is expressed by "h".
"E" followed by a large circle vowel is expressed by
a large circle.
Any vowel following the diphthong "i" is expressed by
a small circle within the large circle.

'7

le12*.r.

4-'
fl

fun
7.

diet

r, serial
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III.

True-false.

If the statement is true, place a plus in the blank at

the left of the margin.

If the statement is false, place a zero in the

blank at the left.
1.

The page of the notebook should be divided into three columns.

2.

It is the opinion of the fastest and most experienced writers that
pencil is preferable for writing shorthand.

3. Students usually make their characters too small et first wh.,
:el they
start writing.
4.

When taking dictation you should never, under any circumstancee,
correct or change word forms while writing.

5. The shorthand student should cultivate from the start the habit of
passing directly from cne outline to another without any useless
movements.
6.

The touch of the pen or pencil upon the paper has nothing to do
with the speed of writing.

7.

Shorthand is written by sound.

8.

Sorthand characters should be drawn at first.

9. The pages in the notebo7k should be turned with the right hand.
10.

Words that do not make an easily written, distinctive joining should
be phrased.
Key
Final Check Up ?est
Mastery of Diphthongs and Vowel Corbineticna

I.

Sentences written into shcrthsh&
•

./ t

100
Matc ing

II.
6

2

III.

1

8

5-

4

-7

3

True-false

1. 0

2. 0

3.4-

g. t

4: f

7. 74-

6.0

9..c)

8.o

10. -t

Attitude Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your attitude toward
Yes

shorthand.
1.

Do I cooperate at all times with fellow workers end students?

2.

Do I have any regard for fellow workers?

3.

Am I willing to spend the time and effort it takes to master

No

shorthand?
4.

Are shorthand and typing an important part of the office routine?

5.

Is it important to be on tine?

6.

Diphthongs are over emphasized in shorthand?
Habit Test
knswer yes or no to the following questions on your habits of shorthand.
ye-

1.

Am I always satisfied only with the best that I can do?

2.

Do I concentrate on what I am doing?

3. Do I waste my time?
4.

Am I always ready for work?

5.

Hive I developed the habit of reading shorthend fluently?

6. Do I possess goo1 health habits?
Anpreciation Test
Ansrer yes or no to the following cuestions on Fo:r epnreciat:en for
shorthand.
1.

$o

Do I ever use the suggestions that my teacher makes,
trying to help me :Improve?

.0"
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Yes
2.

Do fellow students' advice make me angry?

3.

Do I consider myself lucky that I get to go to school?

4.

Do I eppreciate any new methods that the teacher uses?

5.

Do I make good use of the time saved in class by taking

No

notes in shorthand?
o.

Do I appreciate the chance for preparing for a way to
earn my living?
Bibliography For Unit On Mastery Of Diphthongs And Vowel Csrbinations
Bibliogra7hy for the Teacher

Gregg, Robert, Gregg Wanual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publish,.
ing Co., 19295.
Gregg, Robert, Grerr,Speed Studies. Anrversarv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing 0c., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Gregg Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 19415.
Gregg, Robert, The Teaching of Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co.,
1916).
Skene, Etta, Walsh, John, Lomax, Paul, Teaching Principles an:' Procedres for
Grerr Shorthand (Ceicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932).
Bibliography for the Student
Gregg, Robert, Greg MenuaL_Anniverserz, Editon (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Grerr Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1941).
A Unit on the Mastery of Blended Consonants
Gregg shorthand is one of a number of systems of writing by methods
shorter and more rapid then those of longhand.

The principal justification for

writing by means of shorthand is that greater speed is Inosaible than by writing
longhand.

The pupil who elects to

nroll in a course of shorthand should have

sufficient mental and motor derteri.ty to acqtire a workable srleed which rill

:1_02
serve the purpose for which he expects to use it.

This speed will vary

with the nurpose, and no rigid standard should be set.
any pupils and parents, even teachers, think of sorthand in terms of
immediate employment and recommend the subject only to those who expect to
become stenographers and secretaries.

While employment as a stenographer or

secretary is one of the desirable objectives, it is far from the only justifiable one.
Grade olacement.--Eleventh grade
Time allotment.--Five weeks
cPrtnal thOM

-Tim
.Saving
Oleiectives

I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

The blended consonants "nt", und", "mt", end", and "ld"
1.

Study how they are made

2.

Notice the time that is ssved in writing them

3.

Watch closely the explanation given in class by the teacher

B. Blended consonants njent-nent--d", ndef-tive", "ten", "den", and "ten"
1.

Study how they are made

2.

Notice the time that is saved in writing them

3. Watch closely the explanation given by the teacher in class
C.

The method of expressing "rn in the middle of words
1.

Review the expressing of "r" previously studied

2.

Between characters

3. Between horizontal and upward strokes
L.

Brief forms

1ttitude toward:
A.

Comfidence

B. Pride and interest in everydey *7ork
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C. Organization of work

III.

D.

Improvement

E.

Honenty and loyalty

Habits of:
A.

Increasing your vocabulary

B.

Improving health habits

C.

Examining a situation before attempting to cope -ith it

D. Leaving work where it can be picked up at once
IV.

Appreciation for:
A. Equipment
B.

School's offering a commercial course

C. Good health
D.

Por,er to concentrate

E. Funotation rules
!-rr-mach
Today we live in a world of speed and streamline inventions.
everythng else shorthand can beistreamlined.
"nd", "mt", and "rid" is slow and awkward.
way of writing.

Like

The present ray of rrIting

In this unit you will learn a faster

We blend these stro:-es so an to m_ke cne swif't sure stroke

with the pen r.nd much time and effort is saved.

Try the old way and then try

the new way and see if you don't think thnt time, energy, effort, and paper
are not save&
Study Guide
The Blended Consonants "!:T", nryr
1.

tv!-T,11

Write and study peragraphs 135 and 136 of the Grer

and "LD"
Lcnu:11, Ann!'=sarx

Edition on page 73 and 74 according to directions given tie first of the
year.
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2. Write paragraphs 137 and 133 of the Greer Manual, Anniversary Edition
five times.

3. Read pages 109 through 113 cf the Greer Sneed Studies. Third Edition.
4. Read and write page 76 of the Grege Wanusl. Anniversary Edition three
times.
References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Gr,ge Manual. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co, 1929), pp. 73-76.
2. Robert Gregg, Greeg Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 12,9-113.
References for teac:-Ier:
1. Robert Gregg, Greee Manual„. I.nniversarv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 73-76.
2. Robert Gregg, GreF7 Sneed Sti4dies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 109-113.

3. Meyer Zinmen, Roslyn Strelsin, and Elizabeth iieitz, Daily Lesson Plans
for Teaching Gregg Shorthand

1""r

tbe Sentence Method (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1934), pp. 153-161.
Subject Matter I
The Blended Consonants "NT", "ND", 61-7", ":::D" and "LD"
I. The teacher will present the blended consonants the day before they are
assigned as horework
A. "Nt", "nd", "mt", and "md"
1.

hen tro straight lines form an obtuse, or blunt angle, the
natural tendency of the hand is to "slur" the erzgle and allow the
lines to forn.
a. Sent
b.

Galaed

Exa=nles:
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3. The "nt" and

nd

blend is an upward curve, corresponding in length

to the sign for "f"; the "mt" blend is an upward curve, corresponding in the length to "v"
B.

C.

The "ld" combin7tion
1.

It is expressed by giving "1" a swinging upward turn at the finish

2.

Examples
a.

Old

b.

Failed

Study half of the brief forms on pages seventy-five of the Grerq Lanual,
Anniversary Edition

L.R-view the blended consonants on page twelve of the Gregg Y.anual,
Anniversar: Editin
II.

III.
TV.

The days and months
A.

Based on abl7revi.e.tions

B.

Be prepared to give examples

C.

Learn the remainder of the brief fnrms

Be prepared to discuss in class the importance of dressin

correctly

Be prepared to read all the nages assigned to read
Work Sheet I
The Blended Consonants "NT", ":;:r, ":T1, and "LID*

Write the following words into shorthand.
1.

Sunday

7.

appealed

13. December

2.

sent

8.

April

14.

October

3.

old

9. oblige

15.

Thursday

4. filled

in

blind

16. Septemer

5.

11.

moaned

17.

Wedncsday

12.

July

12.

August

strained

6. ashamed
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19.

Friday

21.

June

23.

January

20.

May

22.

Lerch

24.

February

Key
Work Sheet 1
The Blended Consonants 'PM', "ND", 'TT", and
"Li)"
Words written into shorthand.
1. .177_
2. e...2

9•
(
. C_Ci;
13
11.

4. 1.--i/

I-. i----;,Th
-/
c...,

12. 4.
1

20.

5. /".-°-`/

13./

21.

6. 3,-2

14. c.,;:-/

22.

15. -1":"--`

23.

16. e.

24.

7. f.---"/
,0
8. L,

e,,

19.

,

2/...
12

Activity I
The Blended Consonants "T"
r, "ND", 'TT", and "Li)"
Enclish..--Sentence structure, paragraphing, capit
alization, and punctuation e-e very important in transcribing
s!;orthend a3 in writing a theme in
English.
Home Economics—Studying the proper dress
by the students will necessitate
the help of the home economics depart-nent
.

The home economics department can

show the girls in the class the proper dress
and how to achieve it.
Study Guide 11
Blended Consonants "Jent-oent--D", "Def-tive"
, "Ten", "Den", and "Tem"
1.

Study paragraphs 140 and 1L1 on paces 77 and 78 of the Greag
!Lanual,
Anniversary Edition as directed before.
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2.

Write paragra%hs 142 end 143 on page 78 of the Gregg lanua1

Anniversary

Edition five times.
3.

Read pages 114 through 120 of the Gregg Sneed Studies. Third E4tioq.

4.

Read and writ ci page 79 of the Greeg

5.

Study the words in paragraph 145 on page 80 of the Gregg Manual, Anniversary

Anriiversery Edition three times.

Edition.
6.

Write ?aragraphs 148, 149, and 150 on page 81 of the Greee Menuc',L L7111-1 verserv Edition five times.

7.

Read pages 121 through 126 of the Grerg Sneed Studies. Third Edition.

S.

Read and write page 82 in the Gregg Manunl. lzmiversarv Edition three times.

9.

Write, as a review, several times paragraphs 95, nage 50; 102, page 54;
69, page 37; and 88, page 45 of the Gregg Manual

Anniversary Edition.

10. Study paragrerhs 19-156 as shown in step number 1.

These are in the

azIgg Manual. AnniversarY Edition.
11.

Write paragraphs 157 through 159 five times.

Read and write page 87 of

the Gregg Manual. Anniversa7: Edition.
References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Gregg Manual. Annirersarz Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 77-87.
2.

Robert Gregg, Grew' Epees" Studiest Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), PP. 114-132.

References for teacher:
1.

Edith Bisbee, Brief-For= Drills (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1930),
pp. 112-113.

2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Lcrius2. Anniversar

(Chicago. The Gregg

Publishing Go., 1929), pp. 77-87.
3. Robert Gregg, Gregg Speed Studies, 1-r!rd Edition (Chicago, The Greg
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Publishing Co., 194
1), p. 114-132.
Subject Matter II
Blended Consonants "Je
nt-pent--D", "Def-t -3 ve", "Te
n", "Den", end "Tern"
I. "Jent-pent--D",
"def-tivenblends
A. The teacher will
present them the day before
they are to bo assigned
1.'-L"
blended becomes (1. end exp
resses "jent-d", "pent-d"
/-)
blended becomes' / and
expresses "def-v", "tive"
B. Cover the longha
nd on page seventy-seve
n of the Greg' V.anu!11. Annivers=.ry Edition and
practice reading the shorth
and
C. Refer to "Po 4 nt=
. to Remember" on page
114 and transcribe the words
in paragraph 175 of the
Gregg Seed Studies. Third Et
icn. During
the tine of this uni
t read pages 116 through 12
0
D. Master the spe
cial forms and brief for
ms
II. The vowel is
onitted in the syllables
. "be", "de", "re", "dis", and
A. The teacher wil
l explain the rules
B. Exceptions sho
uld be learned
C.

D.
III.

Reading and Dictat4
on
A.

P.

rv.

i-:rite the following
words into shorthand and
check by page 121 of the
Gregg Speed Studies
Third Edition: belong, bes
ide, beh77e, mis7lace,
misrepresentation, debeti
ng, dependable, refined, reject
ion
Mester the phrases and
brief forms

Pages 79 and 82 cf the
Grecc: LanuPl. Aor_iversery Edi
t4 o1 will be
7%sed as dictation pra
ctice in class
Class reeding will be
in the Grecg Speed Etudie Thir
dEdition
,
pares 121 throurt 126

"Ten-den", "tern-dem
" blends
A.

Re-read p-ge 16 of the
Gregg Lanuei. A-_mirreterv
Edition
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B. Ey blending "t" or "d" with "n" or IfmIf a facile blend results.
Study the exceptions
C.

Master the phrases and brief forms

D. Be prepared to read the material assigned
Activity II
Blended Consonants "Jent-pente-D", "Def-tive", "Ten",

r
0
ftden ,

and

H7,ve the students to walk about the room showing how they think a secretary sheuld walk.

Show the class the correct p-sture, the tone of voice,

how to introduce people, end how to receive people.
Correlations II
Blended Consonants "Jent-pent--D", "Def-tive", "Tend, "Den", and "Tem"
Speech.--Learning to sneak clearly end in a clear tone of voice is very
necessary in an office.
Physical Education.--Knoring hcw to walk correctly and hoe tc stand.
correctly is really important in busines..

Tne physical education department

will cooper-ete in helping the students.
v;crk Sheet II
Blended Ccnsonants "Jent-pent--D", "Def-tive", "Ten", "Den", end "Ten"
Write the shorthand for the followinu sentences.
1.

How did it delay the car of timber thet the tenant sent?

2.

The chairman of the Academy gave the carpenter the money to spend.

3.

That is the decision of the deb-te?

4. We can pay you the money this autumn when we sell our cotton.
5.

I mislaid

hat et the dinner.
Key
icrk Sheet II

Blended Consonants "Jent-pent--D", "Def-tive", "Ten", "Den", and "Tem"
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Sentences written into shorthand.
1.
2. t-

*
--Z7

12%

3.
4.

g

, zig

(-

5• o
Study Guide III
Expressing "R" In The Middle Of Words
1. Study paragraphs 161-164 of the Grew Manual, Anniversa-y Edi'4ion.

Write

each word until you know it.
2. Read and write naragraph 202 on pege 137 of the Grayr Sneed Studies. Third
Edition three times.
3.

Study paragraphs 166 through 168 of the Grere Manus'. Ann;_versary Edition
ns directed in question 1.

4. Read and write page 92 of the Gregg Manuel. Anniversary alition three timeE7
and page 39 three times as a review.
5.

Write paragraphs 171 on page: 94 of the Grew ILanual. Anniversary Edition
five times and page 95 three times.

-References for students:
1. Robert Gregg, Greee Manual. AruPter-nrv Ed4tior. (Chics.go, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 8S-96.
2. Robert Gregg, Grezz Sneed Studies, Third Edition (Chicago, The Gre-g
Publishing Co., 1941), pp.

133-143.

References for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg, Grerie Manual. Lnnivcrsarv Edition DChica.c--

The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 8896.
2. Robert Gregg, GreRe Sneed Studies

Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 100-110.
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3.

Robert Gregg, Gregr Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 133-143.
Subject Matter III
Expressing "R" In The Middle Of I.Ords

I.
II.

Review the Tethods of expressing "r" that have been studied
Rules
A.

The circle is place above the next stroke after 11 p n

"b", and

below the next stroke in all others
B,

Between a horizontal and an upward stroke the circle i

turned with

a left motion on the upward stroke to express
C.

Before straight lines, "s" in user", Hoer", "sar", and "th" in "ther",
"thir", may be written contrary to the usual rethod cf joining to expres_
r

D. Study the exceptions to the rule
E.

Give examcles of the nrinci- le

Read in Class the words on pare 134 and pages 135 through 140 of the
Gregg Sneed Studies

ir4ra,l a:di-tic:1.

Be prepared 'AD read page ';'2 in the

Gregg Yanual. Anniverscr7 Edition

:v.

Prefixes and suffixes
A.

Study the principles

B.

Study the phrases
1. Phrases must be automatic
2. Learn the phrases on page 141 of the Gree7 Sneed Studies. Third

O.

Pa.gr, 95 of the GI-ego 1."enu!;2, Anniversar-7 LA 4tior will be use
dictation practice
Activ
Exnreszng "R" In The Eiddle Of Words

•
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Rave the students to bring to class what they sh7uld think sh:uld be
their duties in an office.

Have a telephone and let some one ba central,

another student an outside firm an,i let the secretary make calls.
Correlati7ns III
Expressing "R" In The Middle Of Words
Office Practice.--Ts study guide
practice.

i11 be directly in with office

The use of the telephone and the duties of a secretary will be the

same in shorthand as in office practice.
T7pir4.--A secretary must know how to type and type well.

Typing is an

important part of a secretary's work.
1.12.11.1za.--Syllabication, correct spelling, and meaning are important in
transcribing.
ork Sheet III
Ey.pressing "R" In The Laddle Of Words
Trite into shorthand the following sentences.
1.

You have not used your chz...rge ,account rith us lately.

We hope thot nothing

is wrong.
2. The chairman is an expert farmer and rill get the barn repaired.

3. I have a great urge to buy a farm in the fertile country.
4. I would like now a large barn, a charming view, and a bird's bath.
5.

The orchestra played for a quarter of an hour and gave their services to
the worthy cause.
Key
,ork Sheet III
Lx-rressing "R" In The Eide Of Words

1.

2 civ

r

e9—V-

2. r
--r
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L.
,t
)

.
Culzin:ting Activity

having a model office.
Put inmc practice what they have been learning by
of an office.
Find an empty r-,or and equip it with 311 Ulu essentials
telephone company an

The

other com7anies will help you with equipment.
Outcomes

I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

The blended consonants
1.

,

, "nt", and "ld"

How written
a.

pon,fing in
The "nt", "w4" hle'ed is an upward curve, corres
length to the sin for "f"

^4,

b.

ponding
The "nt", "md" blend is an upward curve, corres
length to "v"

c.

the curve
The "n" or "m" governs the length of the curve;
contaning "m" naturally is longer

d.

a evincing
The combination "Id" ;s expresed by giving "I"
upward turn st the finish

B.

saved in rriting them

2.

:
TY7.-

3.

The teacher gave a clear explanation

ive", "ten", "den", and
The blended consonants "jent-pent--d", "def-t
"tem"
1.

How rritten
a.

ic formed
By rounding off the angle "jent-d", "pent-d"

b.

By rcundin,7 off the ang2e "def-v", "tivc" is formed

c.

The

V Mel

and "=...1s"

"dis",
is onitted In the syllsbles "be", "de", "re",
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d. The vowel is retnined when "co" precedes

Itjt1

• 31

13

e. The vowel is omitted only before a downward character in "re"
f. By blending "t" or "d" with "n' or
2.

Time saved by writing them

3.

The teacher gave a clear exolanation

Ilmtt

facile blends re_ult

C. ::xpressing "r" in the middle of a word
1.

Expressing of "r" previously studied reviewed.

The vowel is written

a.

Written with left notion before and after straight strokes

b.

Written with left motion letreen straight strokes in the same
direction

2.

Between characters
a. The circle is placed above the next stroke after "o" and "b"
b. The circle is Pieced below the next stroke in all others

3.

Between horizontal and upward strokes
a.

Between a horizontal and an upward stroke the circle is turned
with a left motion on the upward stroke to express "r" following the vowel

b.

Before straight lines, "s" in user", "cer", "sse, and "th"
in "ther", "thir" may be written contrary to the usual method
of joining to express "r"

D.

Brief forms and qualifications the efficient stenographer should have
1. Brief forms have to be automatic
2.

The technical qualifications
a.

Knowledge of words

b.

Knowledge of English

c. Snorthand speed
d.

Typing speed

3. Common sense

11=.•
II.

Attitude toward:
A.

Confidence in one's self
1. Be prepared to do the work that rill be recuAred of you

B.

2.

Do your best at all times

3.

Confidence comes through knowledge

Pride and interest in everyday work
1.

Do the best each day

2. Learn about the business for which you work
C.

D.

Organization of work
1.

Then work is organized .C.ere is time to do all of it

2.

Organization of work saves tire

3.

71an each day's work

Improvement
1.

Improve each day

2. Learn to work faster
3.

Learn to almost know what is to be expected of you

E. Honesty and loyalty,
1.

Honesty ani loyalty should be found in every secretary

2.

When you leave the office or classroom leave that day's
experience there

III.

Habits of:
A.

Increasing your vocabulary
1.

2.

Shorthand
a.

Review cnstantly shorthand characters

b.

Learn to write new words into shorthand

Longhand
a.

Lock up the meaning of every now word

b.

Learn new words each day
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B.

Caring for health
1. Plenty of sleep

C.

2.

Proper food

3.

Plenty of fresh air and exercise

4.

Caring fLr the body

Examining a situation before attemcting to cope with it
1.

Think through a problem or direction before solving

2. Plan the order in which the work could be done the best
D. Leaving work where it can be picked up at once

-4
17.

1.

Saves time

2.

Another person may be able to take up where you left the work

Appreciatt-n fors
A. Equipment
1.

Take good care of it

2.

Use it to the best advr.ntage
pern..7,n had to provide it

B. School's offering a commercial course
Oc-)ortunities
2.

Teacher's help

C. Good health

,•P

4
4

/.

Take care of good health

2.

Have good health hnbits

D. Power to concentrate
Lee': to Oter Units
_.ftsr this unit has been present-!d, a unit on words, th
should be presented.

•••

cre ab'srviated
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Teacher Evaluation
To What Extent:
Ex.
1.

Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experience?

2.

Does it provide for some free, in—
fernal association of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
manipulation or bodily activity?

4. Do the parts of the anit nake a
coherent whole?
5.

Does it provide for a considerable
amoLnt of nuoil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
and illustrative materials?
Does the unit of work hav

a useful purpose

in the present or future life of the pupil?
9.

Does it reproduce actual life situations,
as far

10.

RS

possible?

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in textbeoks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate infcrmetion?

12.

- the
Does it provide an opportunity fc,
pupil to originete, plan, and direct the
activity, as far as nossib:c?

13.

Does it provide cpportunity to

udge, choose

!J IG.

G. F.

P.

None
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Ex.

V.G.

G. F.

P.

hone

and evalu to?
14.

Is it within the available tine for the
unit?

15.

Is the exposition clear enough to make it
possible for a new teacher to put the unit
into practice if she so desires?

16.

Is it clearly stated where materials may
be obtained?

17.

Are the references complete and exact?
Final Check Up Test
Eastery of Blended Consonants

Write the shorthand for the following sentences.
1.

-efore
Apparently he is endeavoring to sell the land owned by the Ine'ian'
the native has signed the pledge.

2.

ie failed to display the sales inventory he had to refcrm.

3.

Do you realize that the price of the toy cow is twice ae reduced es tha
eiano;

L.

I promise our simple luncheon in the sunshine outside the funny apartment
without trouble.

5. My cousLi was wearing a sugar 'crown or yellow sweeter of soft wool as she
stood unnoticed in the doorway.
6.

The rueen will weave the widow a cool colored blanket for the twin beds
for use in the evening.

7. The county will convince or comp.1 the convention to esrly concrete the
path to the theater.
S.

I dared not nut the jar in the &air, because I hearrl ny

ieter near the

steirs.
•

a

4
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9.

I hope the fellow and his folks at the hotel mentioned the job mben they
had coffee.

10.

He will cash the pay check at the desk end take the risk of the tax.

11.

I will ransack the chest at least ten minutes to seetim old thesis end
give an analysis of th

case.

12.

The busy man will scheme, sell sketches, and labor to raise his salary.

13.

If she will re-4ch back, she can help the black dog.

14.

The men gave the thick cream and cake.
Key
Final Check Up Test
Mastery of Blended Consonants

Words that count in the sentences that were written into shcrthand.

c_70

1. C.-2_
2.

3

2C-

()-

J.—

D-6.

1

)z"

:: /-72,-),i-z---„ 7-2

Q-0

c

_____-

11?

9. r )___„, k ,..22---------7/7----7
_
10.

6 )(___, zA—,-c---__e___ A
.11.,_o_d_s et /------ ______- -f. c_____-7 7-z

0--Q----3-

,--9

7
'.

12.i v-----ey._---

13.)j -70 ,J
, •._(

14.
Attitude Test
Answer yes or n

o the following questions on attitude toward shorthand.
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Yes
1.

Do I dread the tie fcr shc,rthand?

2.

Mr. Gregg made a great contribution.

3. I find tie to do all my work.
4.

Are people always helpful?

5.

Am I better than anyone else?

6.

Do I earn the grades I make?

7.

Am I improving?
Habit Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on habits of shorthand.
Yes

1.

Do I try to Increase ry vocabulary each day?

2.

Do I take proper care of Ty health?

No

3. Do I think through a problem before Ettes.ptIng to solve it?
L.

Do Ir leave ry work in order?
Do I orgnize Try work?
Appreciation Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on appreciation for shorthand.
Yes

1.

go

Do I take care of my e-uipment?
Do I appreciate the work of other people?

3. Do I appreciate the good health I have?

4. Do I appreciate help from other people?
Bibliography For Unit On Eastery Of Blended Consonants
Bibliography For The Teacher
Bisbee, Edith, P,rief-Fcr7 Drills (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1939).
Gregg, Robert, Crecr 1enuej..
Co., 1929).

njverrr Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
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Greg, Rcbert, Greg- Speed Stue,ieF7. tnniv
ersarv Ed:tien (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Cc., 1929).
Gregg, Robert Gr-gg Speed Stud'
es. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Cc., 1V.15.
Zinman, Weyer, Strelsin, Roslyn, and
Weitz, Elizabeth, Daily Lesson Plans for
Teaching Gregg Shorthand by the Sentence
Vethod (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1934).
Bibliography For The Student
Gregg, Roert, Gregg L:anual. Annivers-r
y Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Gregg Seed Studies. Third
Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
Co., 1,
2.4.1).
A Unit On The Mastery Of Abbreviating Princ
ioles
The pupils hnve been req,.ired to transcribe
their notes from the beginning
of this shorthand course, This proc!
ess has been facilitated by reading from
shorthand plates until they are fami
liar -7A.th the 7zterial, transcribing the
materinl .iust read, and writi-17 as the teach
er dictates it.
With the introduction cf this unit forra
l transcription should be introduced, It consists of the ability
to read shorthand notes, to supply spelling,
nunctuaticn, paragraphing, and the 7any detai
ls of typographical "style" that
go to make up the typewritten letter,
and at the sam tiTe to operate the typerriter rapidly 2n,1 accuractely. It is
the write -'s suggetion that new material
be used some but use the words that
the students have had.
Grade Placement.--leventh grade
Time allotment,.--Eix reeks
Central themci.--Short Cuts in Shorthand
Objectives
I.

riowledr..e and Understanding of:
A.

Omi-sicn of "t" and "d"
"T" is c-ittd act--

11,1f

1/,
,,ti

2. "D" is c7itted when precedes "m" of "v"
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3. "Ul" is expressed by oo-hook; "al" by the o-hook
4. Trenscription i%cludes punctuation and the use of the typewriter
B.

The abbreviating principle
1.

In short words write through diphthong

2.

In long words write throu:q1 accented syllable if the longhand
abbrevi-tion does not make a distinctive outline

II.

Attitude toward:
A.

Eastering shorthand

B.

Using the knowledge that you have

C.

Helpfulness

D.

Pride in :Jour work
Group work

III.

Habits of:
A.

Caring for typewriter

B.

Being always ready for dictation
1.

E uipment ready

2.

Ready yourself

C. Checking your work
IV.

Appreciation 'or:
A.

Punctuation sheet

B.

Orderly way of doing things

C. 2r. Gregg's contribution
An
A student one day in class asked how to place a letter on a page.

He said

that his father had asked him to write a letter for him the other day, end
was not sure about punctuating and placing the letter.

This unit is ap7roached

with the idea of tervAing the student to take diction on new material, go to the
typewriter end transcribe it, and proof read it.
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Study Guide I
Omission of HT" And "D"
1. Study naragraph 174 on page 97 of the Greee Manual. AnniversarY Edition.
2. Write one copy of paragraphs 155, 160 pages 99, 104 of the Greee Speed
Studies. Third Edition.
3. Study paragranhs 175 and 176 on page 96 by writing each word six ties.
Reed and write page 99 of the Grerp Manual. Anniverare Edition three times.
4. trite paragraphs 213 .nd 214 of the Grego Speed Studies. Third Ecition
three times.

Read pages 147 through 151 until you can read them well.

5. Study paragraphs 178 through 182 of page 100 and 101 of the Grere Manuel,
Aeniversary Edition by writine three lines of each word.
6. Write ene copy of paragraph 215 on page 147 of the Gee

Sneed Studies,

Third Edition.
7. Write and study paragraphs 183 through 185 on page 101 of the Greee Manuel,
Aenivereare Edition by writing three lines cf each word.
8. Write one copy of paragraph 179 on page 118 and study the words on page 152
of the Grepp Speed Studies. Third Edition.
9. Write the words on page 102 of the Grepe Manual. Anniversary Edition three
and three times egein.
1-:e

Read and write page 106 of the Greg' Manuel. Anniversery Edition. Read
pages

through 157 and 159 thr-ugh 163 of the Greer Sneed Studies. Third.

11. Reed and write pa re s 103, 104, and 15 of the Greer. Manual. teniyer-e
rY
1,
7dition three times.
Referencee for stedente:
1. Robert Grege, Grere Manual. A-rivers/3re Editicn (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 97-107.
2. Robert Gregg, Grere Seed Stedics. Third Edition (Chicare, The Greeg
.•••

•
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_ublishing Co., 1941), DD. 147-163.
References for teacher:
1.

Robert Gregg, Grepp !'a-ual. Anniversary Edition
(Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), pp. 97-107.

2.

Robert Gregg. Orecp: Shorthand Course of Study
for Teac.-ing by the Anniversary
Manral rethod (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co.,
1942), pp. 12-13.

3.

Robert Gragr...,-, Grep7 Sped Studie. Third Edition (Chicago,
The Gregg
Publishing Co., '941), Tr,. 147-163.

4.

Lillian Wilson, Prorressive Dictation (Chicago,

he oregg Publishing Co.,

1930), pp. 63-6.
Subject Latter I
Omission Of "T" And "D"
I.

The te-Icher will explain and present the
rules
A.

Omission of final "t"
1. "T" is omitted after "s"
2.

"Tn is onitted after "k", ":", and "den"

3.

Watch the excentions

4. Be prepared to read the plates that have been assigned
in your
study guide
B.

0m4 ssion of "d"
1.

When slightly enunciated "d" is often omitted and
when it precedes
or "vm

2.

Watch the exceptions

3. Be nrenared to -veld the plates that Ilave been
assigned in your
y guice
C. :refixes and suffixes
1.

The syllable "ul" is expressed by the
oo-hcok; "el" by the 1-hook
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ex-)ree-es "sub"; "1" exeres=es ".es",
2. ;.hen "sub" is relieved by e circle
vorel free is disjoined and
placed on the line close to the following character
D.

Review the brief forms in the erevious unit.

Learn the brief fcrms

and phrases in this unit.
II. Presenting :,
- ranscription
A.

Study t}- e reading assignments that are given in your study
guide

B.

Punctuation
1.

Be ready to give examples of rules
Discuss the punctuation of the letters in class

C.

Time yourself on reading material so as to inrease speed in
reading

D.

Practice the retention of eords

E.

Study the style of letters on

he bulletin board

1.

Watch

2.

Notice the placement of letters

he different styles

Activity I
emission

"T" And "D"

Let the students bring to class examrles of different styles
of letters
that they can find.

•
Correlations I
Omission Of "T" And "D"

English.--Panetueeion must be learned so thnt the letters tht are
mailed
may be correct.
Tvrinr„--Each letter must he correctly typed and cerrectly Pieced
on the
Page.
Work Sheet I
Oniesicn Of "T" And "D"
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Write the following sentences into shorthand thLt are taken from Grerr r-- val,
Anniversary Edition.
1.

We feel - hat the extension of the project will not in any way affect the
operating costs.

2.

The denand for the compound is beyond

OUT

powr to handle,

as

the supply

of raw products is very limited.
3.

I admit that we must adnire the way in which he managed his corpany through
a desperate p:riod in its history.

4.

We shall attempt to adjust the price of the product to the figure you
name, but it is evide-t that the existi -g cost of raw prcdu -ts will -eke
t'-,3s very difficult.
Key
Work 5heet I
Omission Of "T" And "D"

2.

' (

7. n
4.

f' /2>
a

el---j
/7

c3-

7„ _

?
(r

C?

(-7
'
1
:Dtudy Guide II
The Abbreviating Princi' 1
1.

Write an

study paragranhs 193-196 on pages 109-111 of the Grer7

AnniversarY

tion by writing each word nine ti-es.

2.Read and write page 112 of the GreF,

Al-nnivrsrry Edftion three

times.
3. ';.rite one copy of paragra:713 195 on page 132 of the Gr€or Speed ftuc:ie!its
and read pages 16f-169.
..••••
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4.

Study pargra:-hs 192 c.:16 1-9 on 7,..ges 113 and 114

the Crerr

Anniversary Edition, also red and trite page 115 three times.
3.

head and wrlto pages 117-175 of the Grera Sped Studis. Third Edition.
.v.rite paragraT:hs 2C1, 203 through 206 of the GrET. Lanu.-;1. Anniversary
Edition three times and three tines again.

..rite page

19 three tines.

Refcrences for students:
1.

Robert Gregg, Grear Venue'. Anniv-1,rsarv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929), pv. 1-1 20.

2. Robert Gregg, Greer_ Speed Studies. Third Editiort (Chicago, The Grgg
Publishing Co., 141), pp. 164-181.
References for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg, Greaa Menual_. Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
?ublishinr Co., 13.2?), pp. 108-12D.
2. Robert Gregg, Crera Sneed Studi6s. Third Edition (Chicago, The Grc:g
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 164-11.
3.

Etta Skene, John Valsh, and Paul Lonex

Teachin7 Trincinles and Procedures

for Great, Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932), pp. 232-227.
Subject Eatter II
The Abbreviating Principle
I.

Many of the words on page 155 through 159 of the GrerpManual. Annivcrs:?rY
EditicA are written in accordance with the abbreviating principles and Till
be included in this subject natter

II.
:IT.

Rule: "When in doubt, be sure and write it out"
Short words
A.

The writinF:
. stops with a diphthong

CT

a strongly accented vorel

B. Be prepared to read your reading essignnents in your study guide
TV.

Long word3
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A.

If there ia e longhand abbrevia'ion, it is generally used, if it
furnishes a distinctive outline

B.

Stret is writte:-. "at" only rit'e a street nare ctherwise "str"

G.

Be prepared to read your readng assignments that are given in your
study guide

D.

Write through the conscnant. following the accented syllables if
writing through - he accented syllable does not give a sufficient
fcrm

E.

The vowel is omitted in the terminatiens "titicn", "tatien", "dit4 eno.,
"dat'7n", "niticn", "missien", and "mations

F. Feadin

and dictatien

1. Be nrenared to read your assigneent
2.
G.

Time yourself on reading and try te ieprove

Gompoued words and figures
1. Study the formation of the compound words
2.

Figures
a.

After numerels the word dollars is expressed by "d"; hundred
by "n" placed under the numeral; thousand by "t}"; millicn by
; 'billion by "t"; pound5-i (weight of money) by "p"; gallons
by "F"; barrels by "br"; bushels by "bsh"; feet by "f"; francs
by "f"; crt by "ne; o'clock by "o" rlaced over the numeral

17.

Gents rhen preceded by dollars is expressed by writing the
n
fig:ere above the numeral f7r dollar; by itself it is a
ebeee - he figure; Per cent by a "s" below the fievre

Study your reading ascigneents
Activity II
Tee Abbreviating Principle
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Dictate a real letter that the teacher com-oses as she dictates, and then
mail the best one.
Correlations II
The Abbreviating Principle
ETRlish.--In transcribing a letter to he mailed all the requirements in
Fnglish in letter writing are used.
Snelling.--Each word in the letter mut be correctly spelled and divided
correctly if it co:aes at the end of a line.

Not more than three lines in

succession should have divided words.
T-newriting.--Bad and faulty typing habits hinder transcription.
Work Sheet II
The Abbreviating Principle
Write the following sentences into shorthand which are taken fr. m the Greg
Vanual. iinniversary Edition page 12%
I.

A few thousand dollars will be needed to begin the repairs on the bridge at
Omaha.

2.

It is estimated that the total cost will be about c$5-3,000.

Owing to the strike, the goods are coming through in very poor condition,
and many cf the shipments must be refused.

3. A trial of the peculiar device showed that it was not capable of developng
even approximPtely the power claimed for it.

4. A regular feature of the establishment r,3s the inauguration of a fashion
show each month.
Key
Work Sheet II
The Abbreristina Principle

V/Q7CJ--r

)/.
4.
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r (pir

"•

r

Culmin--ting Activity
1.et the class keep progress charts on their rate of dictation sneed.

Post

a new chart each week, showing the rate of speed each nunil is
making in
dictation and transcription.
money.

Devise a plan of letting letters count as so much

This makes students work harder.

By this plan let each perfet letter

count as so many dollars, and every error made takes off so much money.
Out
I. Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

Omission of "t" and "d"
1. "T" is omitted after "s"
2. "T" is omitted after "k", "p", and "den"

3. In such words as lost, the "t" is written
4. When slightly enunciated "i" is often omitted
5. "D" is omitted when it immediately precedes "m" or

v

6. "D" is written when in words like comPend
7.

In admire, advise, and advance the initial vowel is omitted

8. Where the last letter cf a primitive form is omitted, the past
tense is indiciated by a disjoined "t"
9. The syllable "ul" is ex-ressed by the oo-hock; "al" by the o-nook
10. "Sub" Is expressed by a joined "s"; "less" by "1"
11.

Befort. "r", "1", "ch",

TT

or a hook "sr is written cottrary te

the rule to exTress
12.

When "sub" i

followed by E circle v-wel, "s" is disjcinud

placed on the line close to the folloring charac'er
13.

Taking dictation is easier with a pen

nd
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B.

Te abbreviating pr4 nclele
1.

In a small but useful group cf words the fcrm stops rith a
diphthong or a strongly acented vowel

2.

If there is a longhand abbrevinticn, it is generaly used, if
it furnishes a distinctive outline

3. Write through the accented syllable if the outline is distinctive
4. Write through the consonant following the accented syllable, if
7-riting through the accented syllable does not give a sufficiently distinctive form
5. The vowel is omitted in the terminations "titinn", "taticn",
"dition", "dation", "n:tion", "nstion", "nission", and "ration"
II.

Attitude toward:
A.

Desiring to master shorthand
1.

1-.:ach day's work nust be done if shorthand is to be nastered

2. Time must be spent on each day's assignment
B.

C.

D.

E.

Applying

he knowlede 'earned te one's future lifework

1.

Learn your own field well

2.

Be interested about other duties in the office

Helpfulness
1.

People have righ+s whch must be respected

2.

Kindness is alrays aerreci-ted

Pride in yo.Ir work
1.

Work must be done well

2.

T.ke criticism

Crlup w7,rk
1.
4.•

'illin7 tc heln rhen you can
Dc your pert

•••
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III.

Habits of:
A.

Caring for the typewriter
1.

2.

B.

2.

IV.

a.

Use regular macine oil

b.

Oil at least o.ce eacl-J month

Changing ribbons
a.

Save old ribbon

b.

Change your own ribbon

Being prepareri for dictation
1.

C.

Proper way to oil typewriter

Eouipment ready
a.

Paper

b.

Tyoeyriter

c.

Dictionary

d.

Notebook

Be ready yourself

Checing your work
1.

Always proof read your letter before taking it out of the machine

2.

Consult tha dictionary when in doubt

Anpreciation for:
A.

A standard guide in punctuation

B.

Order7y r-.7
. of doing things
1.

Things done in an orderly way

2.

Time, effort, and materials saved

C. Ur. Gregg's contribution
1.

Dcu'7ts he faced

2.

The good that it has done for us
Leeds To Other Units

kftcr this unit on the atbroviatirq rrinciTle 42;_as bppn r-.,-istered, it is

1?3
suggested that a unit on analogical rords beginnins and endings be presented
a -d in t'e unit 'nolude

str2ts an-1 tors.
.
'on
Teacher ±;valuat-

To What Extent:
V.G.
1.

G.

Does it involve a variety of direct
I

sensory exerience?
2.

Does it provide for some free, informal association of the pupil?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
manipul-tion cr bodily activity?
L. Do the parts of

unit make a

coherent rhole?
5.

Does it nrovide for a considerable
a..:1 -unt of pupil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
and il:ustrative

8.

Does the unit of work have a useful pu-pose
in the present or future life of the pupil?

9.

Does it rerroduce actual life situations,
as for as possible?

10.

F.

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in tent)-looks you are studying?

11.

Does it con7ain accurate informticn?

12.

Does it provide an opportunity for the
rupil to originate, plan,

direct the

.v•

7)
.

lie
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Ex.

V.G.G. F.

P.

None

activity as far as possible?
13.

Does it provide opportunity to judge, ceooee,
and evaluate?

14.

Is it r!thin the available time for the
unit?

15.

Is the exposition clear enough to make it
possible for a new teacher to put the unit
into practice if she so desires?

.

16.

Is it clearly stat..d rhere materials may
be obtained?

17.

Are the references complete and exact?
Final Check Up Test
Wastery Of Abbreviatinz Principles

';:rite the shorthand for the folloring sentences thst are taken from the Grerq
Ksreal, Anniversrv Editien page 120.
1.

Fre are anxious to be invited to the private view of this new establishment,
and especially of its elaborate and conspieuously beautiful decorations.

2.

e
- e are somewhat accustcned to abbreviating rords in rriting the English
language in longhand.

This expedent is especially applicable and con-

venient in writing rapidly.
3.

In the Fort Office Guide it is suggested that in addressing envelopes the
name of the state, rritten on a line by itself, is more convenient in handling the mail.

4.

A pecelier situatien has arisen that is likely to prejudice the development
and pclicy of this financiel institution.

5.

The Reverend Mr. Smith took acoepicuounly benevolent attitude toward a
policy that was not likely to be succesnrel.
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Key
Final Check Up Test
Mastery Of Abbreviating Principles
1.

t

C9

c_To

k 6
.
4

`f/G/4°__

3. --r (f?

.6

7
-

r —0

—

Clr(4913_-_e_

,t_, .-

,/

_./'

ectcz.___, /0

Attitude Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your attitude toward
shorthand.
1.

Yes

1'To

I shall dress just as I please for my office position.

2. I shall do only that that I ar supposed to do.
3.

Shall I help the other emplo.:rees?

4.

Shall I keep the news of the office to ryself?

5. Is it my .,4 ob to keep my own machine clean?
6. Shall I be paid for everything I do?
Habit Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on yolr habits of
shorthand.
Yes
1. Do I concentrate?
2. Do I use the dictionary when in doubt?
3.
4.

Do I out things rhere I can fi!-Id them at onoe?
I always politest

5. Do I constantly eak unnecessary cuestions?
S. Am I always on tip.?

No
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Appreciation Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your appreciation for
shorthand.

Yes

No

1. Do I appreciate the work that was done to make cut the
rules for punctustion?
2. Do I appreciate an orderly way of doing things?
3.

Do I appreciate the long hours Mr. Gregg spent?

4. Do I appreciate Ve tine saved in taking dictation by
shorthand?
Bibliography For Unit On Y.aAery Of Abbreviating Principles
Bibliography For The Teacher
Gregg, Robert, Grego Menual finniverserv Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Grem- Shorthand Course of Sturiy for TeerlY1R: by the
An._;.versary
Mantel Metllocl Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1942).
Gregg, Robert, Grepo Speed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The
Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941).
Skene, Etta, Walsh, John, and Lomax, Paul, Teaching Princi
ples and Procedures
GrerE Short ard (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1c32).
Wilson, Lilian, ProPressive Dictation (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing
Co., 193n).
Bibliography For The Student
Gregg, Robert, Greer Manuol. Annivers-rv EAdt4on (Chicago, The
Gregg Publishing Co., 1929).
Gregg, Robert, Grer^ Sneed_Stur*iePublishing Co., 1941).

Th1^d_Ed4tier 'Chicago, The Gregg

A Unit On The Mastery Of Analogical Words
Pretrenscription training begins almost as soon es the baby leaves the
cradle.

This is true bec,ause e7ery hit of knowledge or skill acquired during

life is useful to the pupil.
It is the plan o!' the writer to introduce new material
in this unit to be
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taken an

transcribed.

Dictation of new materiel is not stressed in these

units, because the student leerns end develops speed and ability to take
shorthand fer a longer ties in an advanced course.

In the time covered by

this unit and the preceeding ones, knowledge of shorthand words, punctuation,
an

transcription only are to be mastered.
In one sense of the word, this unit is an evaluation of all

done by the student and teacher for the time covered.

be work

If the student can

take shorthand at eighty words a minute and transcribe, te teacher has got
*access" the rlan fnr these units.

If she has not, she cr the pupil has

failed.
The habit test, atti!lide test, and appreciation test are a ccmbination
of all th

tests jiven in all the units.

The answers on these last tests

should be cempared with the other eests to see ,that chsrge there has been,
if any.
Grade eleceeent.--Eleventh grade
Time alictment.--Six weeks
Central the"-e,--Odds and Ends
:_be'jectives
I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

E.

II.

Analogical words
1.

Words beginnings disjoined

2.

?hrasing principles

3.

Word endings joined

nscellanecue
1.

Intersection of words

2.

States an

".7.‘

A s'ncrt vocabulary

•

Attitude toward:

territores
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A.

Business advantages

B. Foundation for a successful career
1.

Good citizenship

2.

Good health

3.

General education

C. Developing confidence in one's self
D. The importance of group w:;rk
E.

Organizing work

F. Shorthand as an art
III.

Habits cf:
A.

Being always ready for work

B. Finishing rhat you start to do
C.

Correcting writing habits and working habits

D. Caring for the body
E.

Accuirinc experience

F. Examining a situation 'efore attenpting to cope with it
C.
IV.

Leaving rork in good condition

Appreciation for:
A.

Eql:ioment

B.

School

C.

Opportunities

D. Self-improvement
E.

Orderly ray of doing things
Approach

This unit is arnroached with the idea cf seeing if the student has learned
the fundamentals of shorth-4nd.

The way in wIl!ch this is to be accomplished is

to dictate letters that the students have not practiced and hsve them transcribe

1

Th idea of this unit was conceived when one student said in class one (1,;5r
that she was going to have to Icor': this su7=er an' wondered if she wuld be
able to take dictntion.
Study Guide I
Analogical Words
1.

Write "centr" through "extr" three times, then three times again on page
121 of the Gregp V.anusl. Anniversary Edition.

2.

- 182 of the Gregg Sneed Studies,
Head and write paragrarhs 257 and 259 on p=s- .
:hdrd

3.

di.tin three times.

Trite fro= "intr" through Paragraph 212 on pages 121-123 of the Greg
Anniversa= Edition. ';;rite paragraph 263 on page 185 of the
Gregg Speed Studi-s, Third Edition, three times.

4.

l_nniverarg7 Edition.

Read Page 124 of the Grecg

Write paragraphs

214 and 216 on prTes 125 end 127, three lines of each word.
5.

Re-read paragraph 231 on page 162 of the Gregg. Sneed Stud'es. Third
dition.

6.

Write paragraphs 191 page 270 and 195 page 275 twice.

Red and rrite pages 127 and 123 of the Gregg Wanuel. Anniversary Edition
five times.

Write pages 129 through 131, fly:- lines of each word.

as a review the phrases on pages 104 and 105.

Write

Write pages 132, 134, and

135 at least three lines of each word.
1.

Read pages 205 through 211 cf the Gregg Sneed Studies, Third Edition.
Write one copy of paragraph 244 on page 172.

S.

Read pages 212 th-_-cugh 220.

Reed end write page 136 cf the Greg 1.!enual. Anniversary E-3ition three
tires. Study paragraph 230 on page 173.
fcrms on page: 50, 37, 40, an
three ties.

References for students:

45.

Write three lines of the brief

Read and write paces 139 and 147)
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1.

Robert Greg, Greee Y.enual, Annfversare i:dition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1929), Pp. 121-1:.7,

2.

,-)

37, 4-e 50.

Robert Gregg, Greer,. Speed Stedies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
--heblishing Co., 1941), cp. 182-219.

P-eferences for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg, Grege Manual, Anniversary Edition (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 12?), pp. 121-140, 30, 37, 40, 50.
2.

Robert Gregg, Gregg Spted Studies. Third EditIon (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941), pp. 182-219.

3. Etta Skene, John Walsh, and Paul Lonex, Teaching Priecicles and Procedures
for Gregg Shcrthend (C'eicago, The Gregg- Publishing Cc., 1932), --. e28252.
lilian Wilson, Pro-ressive Dictetion (Chiccgo, The Gregg Publishing Co.,
1930), 7p. 65-67.
Subject Matter I
Analogical words
I.

7ord beginnings disjoined
A.

The teecher will place exeeeles on the board end will show how each
is written on the line

B.

Study the different disjoimings
1.

The teacher will dictate eords in class using this principle

2. Learn where they are written

3. Be prepared to read in class
II.

III.

Phrasing principles
A.

Study hee end where the ehreees are written on the line

P.

Review erevious phrase drIlls

Word endings joined aed disjoined
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A.

The t-,ncher r4L11 olace wurn'l,s on the 1,oa-d are will show how each is
rriaten on the line

B. Study the different joinings an4. disjoinings
1.

The 'acher —ill dicta e words in clasF 'sing this principle

2. Learn where they ar

writton

3. Be nreared to reed

' class
Activity I
Analogical Words

Have

he class wrIte iI.. shorthand songs or n speech heard over the radio

or tnke down the talk of a sneal-er in chapel, one thst Coes -ot talk so fast,
Correlations I
Analogical Words
a-gli71-1.--To integrate and correlate as 'he learning of shorthand -roceeds
s-.ch "- re-transcription" English ao sentence str,
,ctur:3, oaragrarhing, caoital—
iza'ion, nunctuation, s:/llabicating, nne diction sh,
uld be emphasized.
Penmershin.--The ;- c1r-e care and accuracy

s

le used in shorthand characters

as in writing longhand.
Tvnewriting.--Shorthand as a tool for making a living is not worth very
much without typing.

Nearly everything that is taken down in shorthand must

be transcribed.
Work Sheet I
Analogical Words
W-it- the follvring sentences into shorthand.

Only certain wcrds will count,

but you must write all the sentence.
1.

The attorney will dez'rcy the contract for 'he constin:ction of the

2.

The centralization of the electric nower olants of the t-:.o cities will
mean much to the superintene.cnt.

4
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3. The play
4.

WhS

uninteresting because re entered 6uringintermIssion.

This book requires a great deal cf concentration on the part of the reader.

5. Do you understand the transportation problems of today?

6. My grandmother is a very agreeable person.
7. If you pay your bill within ten days, you will get an extra discount.
8.

I do agree with you that the extra fare is unreasonable.

9. We suspect that the error in judgment was due to his unsuspicious nature.
10.

His artistic arrangement of the flowers was complimented many times during
the evening.

11.

Your subscrirtion to the "Trade Lagazine" expires in less than a week.

12.

The deficiency in the agency was the result of neglect by the instructor.

13. Please accept my apologies for the misunderstanding.
14.

The transport truck was loaded to capacity.

15. Until further specifications leave your bonds as security.
16. His ability to transcribe the article was magnificent.
37. The student has great possibilities according to his qu,
lifications.
18. The experiment was made by two great authorities in electricity.
19. Onward end upward was his rotto from childho:7d.
20. The patient will require exnensive medical treatment.
Key
Work Sheet I
Annlogical Words

2.

a,6

/4.

.7

41.

143
7 ,1
/7
7.

17.
18.
19.
20. 6,
Study Guide II
Miscellaneous
1.

Write three copies of '-aragraphs 233 through 235 on pages 142 througla
143 of the Gregg 'ik:enucl. Anniversary Edtion.

2.

Read pages 221 through 229 cf the Grerr Speed Studiec. Third Edit!:m.

3. Read and write page 144 three times and pargraph 238 on sage 146 five
times.

They are in the Grer7 Manucl

AnnivrsP77 Lditic4.

4. Read and rrite Pages 150 and 174 of the Gregg !Lnual. Anniversarv Lditiol
three times.
5. 'F.ead pages 230 through 259 of the Grero Sneed Studies. Third Editicn until
you can read them reit

6. Read and rrite .-,age 160 of the Oregz. Manu-,1. Annivers-= Ed;tiol three
tines,
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References for students:
1.

Robert Gregg, G€r

anu1,.

(Chicao, The Gregg Publish-

ing Co., 1929), pp. 141-12.
2.

Robert Gregg, Greg' Sneed S+17,
7 1 es

Thine_ _7214.'on (Chicago, Th- Gregg

Publiehing Co., 1941), pp. 221-259.
References for teacher:
1. Robert Gregg. Greg-, Manes' Anniveneace' Ea4 tian (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1921), rt. 141-162.
2. Ro'hert Gregg, Gregg Sher-Lhen-' Course of S'uc'y for tenchinp by the Jinniyersar7 ! -thod (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1942), 77. 12-2-.

3. Robert Greg:, Gei

Third 7'"ion (Chicago, The Gregg

Publishing Co., 1111), 7p. 221-2.79.
Subject Matter II
Miscellaneous
I.

Three basic rules for intersected words
A.

Intersect the initial letters of important words

B.

In some rords e'rite the first word and the first letter

C.

/n some words write the initial letter of the first word and the full
outline of the last.

D. Srtud7 these words well
E. Read your reading assignmeet so that you can read in class

IT.

States and territories en 1:4 cities
A. States and territories are rritten by the abbreyiltions adopted
the Post Office DepartTnimit
E.

Stue.y y-ur reae"ne assign-e:nt

III. A short voceulary
A.

This rill increns- your shorthand vocabulary
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B. Study your reedinp essiFnments
Activity II
Miscellaneous
Have the pupils write in shorthand on
an outline map, the principal
cities an

capitals of the stat-s.
Correlations II
Miscellaneous

Geoerarhv„--B:7 placina citi,s ere sta

F

shorthand on a man, the

students learn wh _re they are
located.
Penne-ship.--Whe- the studente nrint
in the names of the states and
cities they have te use their r,,,
h7.
Snelling.--Then the students i-rite in

he names of the cities and states,

they have to be correctly spelled.
Work Sheet II
Miscellanecrea
Write the following sentences into shor
thend.

Only certain words will count,

but al 7 the sentences hav= to he writ
ten.
1.

Mr. C. D. Brown from Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, was sel-cted es the
candidate of the Democratic Part
y.

2.

The Baltimore and Ohio train will
reacn Cleveland at 4 o'clock p.m.
3. The president of the school board hand
ed in hi7 resignation Eay 1.
L. Our price li -t and several orde
r blanks were enclosed with the lett
er.
5. The accountant made out the monthly
profit and loss statement for the
Smith Publishing Compew

6. The Administration BuildIna was desi
gned hy he architect "rom IceJoyi.
7. The eccomroaticns at the Drake note
: located at Chica7c, T"an -*-, were
excellent.
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3.

The salesman sold several dress patterns while traveling through
Louisville, Kentuc17.

9.

v:e now have the literature about te development of the constitution in
our library.

10.

The testimony of the olantiff was taken down by the court reporter
.

11.

The English lady celebrated Christmas in America.

12.

The instructions were to ship the package c.o.d. to Washington.

13.

The corporation was entitled to draw a bank draft on its customers.

14.

The jury will investigate the case thoroughly.

15.

The citizens w?rE familiar with the doctrines of the institutions.
Ley
Work Sheet II
Eiscellaheous

2.

4.

-

6. c7----f
7. 0—../4....__ _

.1---"

8.
9. --

-ir,---- ------1
/
4

./"---4. (
/-)
.-,..;;'
10
V'

/ -7:_--

/1.
12.

14.
15.

4
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CulminatinE Activity
The G:e.gg Publishing Co- Pany each month cffers an article to be dictated
at (_,O, 20, 100, 120, and 140 words a minute and gives a certificate to those
who pass them.

Dictate the fi!st two articles to the class and have them

•

transcribe them.

When the certificates come, have the superintendent or

president pre -ent them to the students in chapel.
Outcomes
I.

Knowledge and Understanding of:
A.

Certain nrcfixes or letters are dis.'oined to express "tr" and a
following vowel.

The prefix is :laced above the line, very close to

the remainder cf the word.

The

n:fixes are "centr, center", "constr",

"C ntr, eounter", "detr, deter", "distr, destr", "electr", "extr,
exter", "instr", "retr", "restr", "ac,
r, o-gr", "ant", "-'eci", nine",
"agn-7ec", "mutli", "e7er", "uara", "pot", "reel", "elf", and
"grand"
1.

In fcrming the derivatives of words ending in "ct", as in contract
it is not necessary to disjoi . to express "ed", "or", "er", or
"ive"

2.

The words misunderst

d and misunderstand are expressed by stand

and stood placed linT MiS.

This is true when preceeded by a

pronoun, a brief form, or a short phrase
3.

men e-a , "under",
,
a s.. .L ,
The words "extra", " -

center', "agree",

and 0grand" are e77ressed by the prefixal forms placed over the
next word.
4. "Done" is expressed by the "de -" blend; than by "n"; and "department" by "d"
E.

Analogical word endings and joined are "-scribe, scription", "-cient,
tient, cienoy", "-pose, position", "-cute, nutaticn", "-ure, tre",
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"-ual, tual", "-spect, spection", "-Quire", "---ire", "-nsive", a-gency",
"-sure, jury, jure", "-flect, flection", "-suit", "-nment", "-ice,
ical, sole", "-tic, tied, tically", klity", "-ulate", "-biLty", "-city",
"-logy, logical", "-rity", "-ficaticn", "-ography", "-eography", "-gran,
grim", "-ward, hood", "-ship", "-mental", "-mity, nity", and "-stic"
G.

The forty-sight states were learned

II. Attitude toward*
A.

The demands of business
1.

2.

Cooperation.
a.

Help whenever they can

b.

To do their best

Regard for fellow workers
a.

Respe7t their rights

b.

Respect their opinions

3. Loyalty
To their scool
b.

1,,ter in office to their employer

4. Punctuality

5.

a.

Always be on time

b.

Always ready to work

Tolerance

6. Ability to follow direction
p.

Foundation for a successful ca:tesr
1.

Good citizenship
a.

Learn your rights and rights of each citiren

b.

Value your citizenship highly

c.

Obey the laws of your country

4
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2.

Good health
a.

T,..:ke care of your body

b.

Have good health habits

3. General educatn

C.

D.

E.

a.

Be thoroughly prepared for life

b.

Use eve r:T advantage to learn

c.

Llake use of :,our opportunity to go to school

Securing confidence in one's self
1.

Confidence comes throw-h knowledge and mastery

2.

Constructive practice rill result in improvement

The importance of groupwork
1.

Do your

2.

Be friendly

3.

;De willing to help others

4.

Your work is en imnortant pert of the whole job

art of the work

Orgeni7-ation of work
1.

Work that is not doe right rust be done over

2.

Keep from making the same mistakes

3. The worker's job is an important part of the whole

F.

4.

Proper position in work

5.

Lvery character rust be written accurate and with speed

6.

It takes time and effort tc do the best work

7.

Do the best you can each day

Shorthand as an art
1.Much tine ie saves by using shorthand and typing
2.

III.

Hab 7 ts

It takes time and hard work

master shorthand
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A.

Being ready for work
1.

Eo':ipment reAy
a.

Pencils sharnened

b.

I-en filled

c.

Typing erasu7e

d.

Dictionary

e.

Notebook

2.Always in your place ane: ready to work
B.

C.

Finishing wht,t ycr: start out to do
1.

Complete each day's work

2.

Organize your work to get it done

Writing and working up to y7Air capacity
1.

Do neat wqrk

2.

Follow r.=.irections

3.

Being prepared for dictat4.on

4. Proof read transcript
5. Concentration on work when there is confusion in the room
6. Write shorthand rith continuous movement

D.

7.

Rly upon one's self

8.

Read shorthand fluently

9.

UFC the dictionary

Acquiring experience
1.

Taking letters

2.

TypinE bills, lettcrs, etc.
Anerering

4.
E.

teleph:no

Meeting peo7le

Caring for the body

*No
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1. Eat the right food
2.

Take exercise

3. Get sufficient food and sleep
F.

Examining a situation before at-,empting to cope

ith it

1. Think through what has to be done
2. Plan your work
3.

Budget your tire

4. Get the directions the first ti-e
G.

given

.:terials, and do the
Leaving work in good condition, proper use of m.,
best
1.

can
ork should be left in The condition that it can be taken up

again 'without loss of tine
2.

Do not waste

etrials

3.7.,ke good care of materials and equipment

IV.

a.

Clean the ty743writer once

b.

Do not -,aste paper

k

week

Appreciation for:
A. Equipment
1.

Take good care cf it

2.

Usa it to the best adventeFe

3.

Regard it as you would schrethng of your own

B. School and chance for an education
1.

The school system

2.

The building

3.

Chance for an e4ucetion
a.

Earn a living

b.

Enjoyment of life

C.

4.

The teacher's ,-esire to help

5.

Troining you to become a better citizen

C-portunities
America is a clace to advance
2.

Each da: in school is training you for a better citiz
en

3. You can learn and be able to tae your ps.rt in your ccmmunity
D. Self-imcrovement
•••••

2.

Ability to ex:ress one's self
Former education is a basis for "7h:A you new add
to your education
7,77'

4.

r,f common sense

Do not rely too much on the other person

E. Correct and orderly ray of doing things
The tire saved and raterials saved
2.

Get ever:rthing done on tire

3. People get along better together
Leads To Cther Unit
After this lait has been presented, a unit or units
on dictation for
Increased speed should be presented.

Teacher EvaluEtion
To ?ht Extent:
77 ,••
••

a

1. Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experience?
2. Does it prori-le for ,.cre fre, informal assncistion of t"-e

p:1s?

3. Does it provie a-! opportunity for
raninulatiTn or bodily activity?

None

z.V.G.
L.

G.

F

Do the psrtp of the unit make
ccherent whole?
Does it provide for a con:Aderable
arount of pupil actvity?
Doe:.: it contain an anticipated - utoo:re
t/
that is satisfactory?

7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete
and illustrative psterials?

8.

Does the unit cf rork have a useful purpose
in the nresent or future life of the unit?

9. Does it reproduce actual life situations,
as fa: as possible?
10.

Does it utilize materials as they occur
in life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

12.

Does it proride an opportunity for the
pupil tc p,-.'cinate, plan, an
activity,

13.

as

direct the

far as Possible?

Does it provide opportunity to ju;:ge,
choose, and evaluate?

1/

Is it rithin the available time for the
7;nit?

15.

Is the exnos.Z.t:Ion cle-r enough to make it
possible fPr a r.,37:

eacer to put the unit

into practice if sh,.. so desires?
16.

Is it clearly st:.ted rhere ratericl: may
be ohta?

tv"

None

1:7.4
E . V.G.
17.

G.

1.

-.

Are the references comnlete an,_] exact?
Final Check Up Test
L:astery cf Analogical i;nrris

Write the following sentences into shorthand.

_cu will be graced

lv on

certcl:In words, but you rust write the whole sentence.
1.

The man ate the egg in a hurry.

2.

Don't you know a new riddle?

3. The cream was snoilad.
4.

TIFI 'pool: of the Month Club will cost a great deal of money.

5.

Hard labor will cau7e a rain in your back.

6. The minut-:s are going, and I cannot study.
7. VihA is -t.n
S.

fashion in your section of the coumtry?

I know that he will be gl.&c: to give you a cup of coffee.

9. He dared to murmur in church.
1).

The concrete floor of the theater was cool.

11.

I

12.

The youth spent his evenings working.

13.

The smile :ssed from the face of the boy, becau-e of toe noise the

will drink the rater.

4

cow made.
14.

The avenue was bright with sunshine.
T::11 they rer--.ti him to rake

16.

The captive seemed to defend '
-__is friend.

17. I wart you to change your display and revise your 71an.
The -vf,-;erce
19.
i.

WEF

h'dden.

The chairman ref= courteous to me and the farmers.
The orchestra was good.

•111..

21.

His mother eay forget the Dackage.

22.

A week or twe ago the manager was here.

23.

The Tresident eill ed:ust the matter.

24.

He will select a pound rhe-, he comes.

25.

The girl will admire the dimond.

26.

The private eill refuse to cone.

27.

Lake the memorandum out in duplicate.

28.

The corporation will specify the total neml7er.

29.

net is the condition of the student?

30.

I made either

31.

Do not destroy the central cen.rci.

32.

Do not overlook to include the postage or grandmother will have to

5 or $507).

pay it.

33. Did yeu misunderstand that there VMS an extra discount?
34.

It has been done a.uicker than that befcre.

35. When will your subscription eeeire?
36.

What are the requirement

37.

Do you have the ability to send a teiegrem?

of the assigeinnt?

38. ILke the order blank according to the price list.
39.

Is it a.m. or

40.

What crop will eou cultivate on your estate?

41.

Thc, ele—k will make out en abstract.

42.

The bookkeeper will not neglect to pay the premlun.

43. He will rot delay to rent te.. lend*
Et- cousin was asleeT in a flasks
45.

He will re-d the article temorrow.
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Key
Final Check Up Test
L:astery of Analogical words
24.

1

25.

2.

27.

T
,
28.
29.

30.
31. <0..‘
32.

10.
11.

elej

12.

40.
41
.

19.
20.

43.

21.

•

22.

4'.

23.
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Attitude Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your attitude torard
shorthand.

Yes

No

1. Do I have better advantages than other people?
2.

Am I grateful for the time and effort my teacher spends?

3. Did I improve today over yesterday/
4. Should I speak to people if I don't want to?
5. Am I the best in the class?

6. Should I attend class all time?
7. Should I be preparing for the future?
8. Should I lend my equipnent?

9. Do I give up after trying to do sonathing once?
10. Can I take constructive criticism?
11. Am I willing to cooperate?
12.

Do I do work over cheerfully?

13. Am I interested in what I do?
14. Am I willing to help otherf when I can?
15. Do I mine borrowing from other people?
16. Do I dread the tine for shorthand?
Habit Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your habits of shorthand.
Yes
1. Do I master each day's assignment?
2. Do I have reg-lar 1-./L-e for study?
3. Do I rely on my own judgment?
4.

Am I able to understand the directions the first time
they are given/

5. Do I do the very best that I can all tine

No
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Yes
6.

Do I check my work?

7.

Do I turn the pees of ny notebrck eith my lef.; hand?

No

Do I transpoe words?
9.

Do I mite Shorthand with continuous movement?

10. Do I keep my feet flat on the floor when taking dictathn?
11.

Do I keep a mori nosition wh n taking dictation?

12.

Do I use semular rovere-t?

13.

Do I always have ink in my pen?

L. Do I retain the exact 77ording in my mind?
lc.

Do I use the dictionary when in doubt?

16.

Do I put things ehere I can find them at a minutes notice?

17.

Am I alwus polite?

18.

An I always on tine?

19. Do
'
proof read?
22.

Do 1 organize ry rork?
Inpreciation Test
Answer yes or no to the following questions on your appreciation for

shorthand.

Yes

1. Do I appreciate the suggestions that my teacher makes?
2. Do I appreciate fellow student's advice?

3. Do I consider myself lucky that I can go to school?
4. Do I appreciate any ner methods that the teacher uses?
5.

Do I make good usa of the tire that I save by taking my notes
in shorthand?

6. D-; I ever than

the teacher for her tine and help?

7. Do I appreciate the chance for preparing for life?
8. Do I empreciate the opportunity to cc to shorthand class?
•••

No
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Bibliography For The Unit On Vastery Of Analogical 7;ords
3ib12.ography For The Teacher
Gregg, Robert, C-urse of Study for Teacing Gregr Shorthand bm the ,:alnivereary
Llethod (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 19J_2.
Gregg, Robert, Gregg 1:4!nuall ;_nniversery Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 192n).
Gregg, Robert, Grekg Seed Studies. Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 1941).
Skene, Etta, Walsh, John, and Lomax, Paul, Teaching Pri=iples fcr GrerR
Shorthand (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1932).
Wilson, Lilian,
1930).

Dctat!

(Chicago, The Gregg n
- lblishing Co.,

Bibliogrsnhy For The Student
Gregg, Robert,fiugg
Publishing Co., 1929).

Anzrfversar7 Edition (Chicago, The Gregg

Gregg, Robert, Grerg,Sneei Studies, Third Edition (Chicago, The Gregg
Publishing Co., 194.1).
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CF.2.PTER IV
EVALUATION

It is the purpose of this chnpter to present a :Ian by which one may
evaluate a C - urse of Study for Beginning Shorthand.

It is necessary that

courses of study justify therselves.
Score Sheet For Evaluating A Course Of Study
To What Extent:
. V.G.
I.

Does the course of study contain an introductory chapter stating:
A.

An introduction?

B.

An explanation stcting r.hy the chart,
stees, 7hi1osophy, and objectives rere
not listed in full?

C.

Ob;ecti7es fcr the subje:t?
1.

Do they define the end of action?

2.

Do they tell the curriculum ma'4-er
..11st content to accept cr reject?

3. Do they indicate

t7pe of method

w.ich shnuld be employed in attaining them?

4. Are they an outgrowth of the aim of
the particulr_r branch of study or
subect matter?

5. Are they an outgrowth of the afm of
education?
6.

Are they snecific enough to determine

G.

F.

P.

None

the selection
7.

subject -atter?

Are they the outgrcth of the subject
content?

8. Are they specific en uh to determine
the
9.

ie1d involve?

A-e they definite tc indicate the
mental pr_cess

1().

Are they definite an - practical enough
to carry canvicticn

Y to offer in-

centive for action to pupils?
11.

Are they attainable by a ma,4ority of
pucls?

/2.

Are they an outgrow--„!-_ of the present
experience of Cnilliren?

13.

Are they capablef suEgesting possibilities for continued grorth?

14.

Are they related to the cap,,,city of
onp4 ls?

D.

A structural pattern for a unit?
1.

Title?

2.

Introduction?

3.

Table of ccntents?

4.

Criteria?
Grade nlacement--ti-e allotment?
Central the7e?

7.

Cbjecti-!ec?
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1
1

0
a.

Yn-wledge and understnndinF of?

b.

Attitu'es towards?

c.

Habits of?

d.

Arpreciltion for?

8. Appros&- es?

9.

a.

Teacher?

b.

Pupil?

Development or procedure?
a.

Study guides?

b.

Subject matter--knorledge and understanding?

C.

otivitie, profects, nroblen::?

d.

Correlations?

e.

.!:,rk sheets?

10. Culminating Activity? ,
11. Outcomes?

iz.

a.

KnowledFe and understanding of?

b.

Attitu'e tcwsrd?

C.

Hahits of?

d.

Anprecietion for?

Leads to other un't-?

1. --'w,luation?
a.

Teacher tests?

b.

Pur'l terts?
(1)

Knorledge

(2;

Attitude?

r
-

None
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Ex.

II.

(3)

Habit?

(4)

Arpreci7tion?

Does the course of study contain unit
crganizaticn?
A.

The names of the units of the course?

B.

Is each unit of the course of study
concise and self-extlanstcry to both
teecher and pupil?

III.

IV.

Evaluation?
A.

Is the course of study evaluated?

B.

Is the evaluaticn definite?

Bib1io,7rephy?
A.

Is there a teacher bibliography?

B.

Is there a pupil bibliography?

V.C.

G.

F.

None
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ELPT73 V
S

This thesis concerns a Course of Study for Beginning Shorthand.

It

tries to help the teacher to ro better the essential things that she rill
do anyway.
This study includes the shorthand that is presented and taught in firstyear shorthand in high school.

Thic is usually taught in the eleventh grade.

Data ha-'e beer collected from:
1.

Educational Bulletins

2.

Informaticn obtained in the college classes of Seccrdary Curricu-

lum and The Curriculum

3. State Department Courses of Stuoy
4. -Periedials
5. Katerisl furnished by the Gregg Publishing Company
6.

Conferences with other teachers

Chapter II discusses introduction to the course of study.

This chapter

incluC:es a statement concerning:
1.

A grahical representation cr chart

2.

Steps in curriculum development program

3.

Statement of

4.

Statenent -f principles

hilosophy

liLt ef ter.mtrilcE:y
Objectives of education
7.

Cbjectives for the subject

S.

StructurCi pattern

9. A list of all unit of the coure
Chapter III includes the develonment of c:_x units in beginning shorthe
nds
Vaster:" of Ccnsoperts, Mastery of Vnrelc, W.astere,- of Dinhthon7:, kastery of
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Blended Consonants, Mastery of abreviati:g
Analogical Worz:s.

rind Mastery of

7'-ec-e units are developed rith the hone that shorthand

may be made more interesting to the pupil and teacher as well as instructional.
Chapter IV presents a means of evaluating the course of study.
Chanter V is a summary of the thesis.
Chapter VI includes a bibliography.
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